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Examining the role of Tuberculosis scare prompts university
ROTC at Seattle Univ. to issue warning, causes speculation
Some see disconnect in values
Chris Kissel
News Editor
Since the beginning of this
school year, Seattle University's
military science program has occupied half of a small, green building
on the corner of 13th Avenue and
Cherry Street. Its main doors face
away from the Seattle U campus,
and it is situated diree blocks from
die rest of the offices of the College
ofArts and Sciences.
For some, diis is an apt metaphor
for the departments relationship to
die rest of the university.
The military science program, or
the Reserve Office Training Corps,
has been a part ofSeattle U for decades, continuing in one form or
another since 1951. Proportionately
speaking, it has a larger enrollment
than any of the Seattle-area ROTC
programs, including the program
at the University of Washington,
training 59 cadets for this
school year.

tention to itself only occasionally
throughout its history. In 1966,
when the United States was in the
midst of the Vietnam War, ROTC
service became optional for Seattle

building was bombed, presumably
by those increasingly upset over the
program's presence on campus.
Since that time, the program
had seen little outside attention
until four weeks ago, when police
in Canon City, Colo, announced
the arrest of Special Forces Captain
Andrew Franz, associate professor
of military science for the Seattle U
ROTC program.
That development has many
shining a more critical light on the
program, particularly at its institutional relationship with the university and its use of contractors such
as Communications
Fage
Technologies, the personnel company that
placed Franz at SU.
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Capitol Hill Block Party
to return for 11th year

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

Some students, when informed of a TB case on campus, chose to undergo testing for the disease.
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
A marketing student in the
Albers School of Business and

Economics was recently diagnosed
with active tuberculosis, according to various sources. On May
16, the Public Health Department
of Seattle and King County sent
approximately 100 students, the
majority ofwhich were marketing
majors, a letter alerting them to get

tested for possible infection.
The health department alerted
Seattle University's Health Center
about the case so the university
could take action. Because TB
is caused by a bacterium that is
spread through the air, .any peers

who might have been in contact
with the student were possibly
at risk.
According to the Center for
Disease Control, over a third of the
worlds total population is infected

antibiotics.
"The student has not been on
campus for several weeks so at this
point there is no longer a chance for
exposure," said Maura O'Connor,
director of the Health Center.
"Close proximity and
Page
prolonged exposure are
both required for coning treated with
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Elevator remodel disrupts Xavier
contractor building the new elevator shaft, were arriving as early as

Josh Lynch
Online Editor

Courtesy Girl Talk

Greg Gillis, aka Girt Talk, will play on the mainstage at
this year's Capitol Hill Block Party. The annual summer
music festival, which runs on July 25 and 26, will feature
.
over 60 performers on four different stages.
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When the noise wakes diem up
at 8 a.m. most days, some Xavier
residents can't help but feel diey're
getting the shaft.
The trucks roar. Workers' voices
carry. Jackhammers vibrate the windows. And die drills scream as construction continues on die residence
hall's new elevator.
"It's like a helicopter hovering
over your room," said Brendan
Bullock, freshman international
business major living in Xavier.
The noise recendy drove Mariana
Paonessa, freshman international
business major and Xavier resident,
to write a petition to postpone the
noisy work until later in the morning. According to several residents,
workers from RAFN Company, the
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5:15 a.m. for much ofthe quarter.
While work wouldn't start
until later, workers' voices outside were enough to wake several
residents earlier than normal on a
consistent basis.
Fifty-three residents signed
Paonessa's petition, which was sent
to John McKiernan, Xavier's residence hall director. Construction
work has started around 8 a.m. since
the petition reached McKiernan,
but for residents, the noise is still a

the noise. Italian professor
Giuseppe Tassone said drilling
at the beginning of the quarter
was distracting and even had the
windows shaking.
The work has driven some students to avoid their rooms, particularly when they're trying to study.
Paonessa now does her homework in the Pigott building or the
Lemieux Library rather than in her
room. As finals approach, residents
are worried construction noise will
rude awakening.
The early mornings and lack of continue to be a disruption.
"There's just no way in hell I
sleep have caused health issues for
some residents as well. Paonessa
could take a nap or work even if
had a cold that lasted for weeks. I tried," said Bethany
She attributes the lengthy sickness Kelsch, a Spanish and I Page
criminal justice major
to not being able to nap or get a full
who lives in Xavier.

night's rest.

A look at spirituality on campus

Athletes to continue wearing Nike
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Focus on service is ROTC's role, professors say

H

supervise killers."
Peter Ely, SJ, rector of the Jesuit
community at Seattle U, understands the Jesuit mission in a different way.
"There is a thread of realism
that runs through me that says
that military force can be used for
peace," said Ely. "The goal is peace,
and if we could wage peace as thoroughly as we wage war, we'd be in a

But other, broader questions
posed. "What in the world
is ROTC doing on the campus of
a Jesuit University?" asked one
commenter, "Lawrence," on the
Stranger's blog. "That just doesn't
make sense given the mission of
service to God and humanity that
the university represents."

better place."

to

Sound Offboard, boiled
down the ROTC program's faults
to its relationship with contractors.
"Here, we have these Republican
contractors hiring perverts to teach
ROTC to our sons and daughters
in our colleges and universities,"

were also

It's about fighting
for a just and

humane world.
Robert Bennedson

ROTC Cadet
There are those on campus who
also perceive a certain amount of
dissonance between the mission
of the university and the goals of
its military science program. Gary
Chamberlain, professor of theology,
thinks ROTC students should "take
a course in non-violent resistance."
For others, like Professor Wes
Howard-Brook, much of the argument comes down to the issue of killing in the name of
one's country.
"When Jesus said 'love your enemies,, he meant 'don't kill them,'"
said Howard-Brook, adjunct professor oftheology, quoting a popular adage. "ROTC trains people

Those inside the program assert
that observations such as HowardBrooks misunderstand the mission
of ROTC. "It's not about putting
people in the mindset of being killers," said Robert Bennedson, fourthyear ROTC cadet and marketing
major. "It's about fighting for a just
and humane world."
Both acknowledged Just War
theory, a fundamental facet of
Catholic doctrine dating back to
Saint Augustine, as a main force
behind the Church's sanctioning of
military action. The conditions laid
out by the doctrine must be met
before a war can meet the Church's
seal ofapproval.
Howard-Brook, however, is
quicker to assert the most pacifistic aspect ofthe Catholic tradition.
"Augustine was a subde and complex
thinker and would hate to have his
thinking reduced to Just War criterion," he said.
Audrey Hudgins, assistant dean
ofArts and Sciences, cites Plato—
"fighting war justly in order to
maintain a just peace"—in her defense ofROTC's mission, which she
sees as "completely congruent" with
the mission ofSeatde U.
Hudgins, the ROTC program's
former professor ofmilitary science,
and Lt. Col. Eric Farquharson, the
program's current coordinator, name
the program's focus on leadership
and service as its main ideological

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Lt. Col. Eric Farquharson, professor of military science, said ROTC fits with SU's "emphasis on service."

link to the task of "educating leaders
for a just and humane world."

Farquharson said, with a $ 1 million
facilities grant from the university,

"There's that same aspect of serving others. You take a solemn oath,
you defend the nation, and you possibly even give your life for die greater good," said Hudgins. "This is a
form of service, a way to contribute
to the practice of social justice."
"There's a great emphasis on
service at Seatde U. [In the ROTC
program] we're serving in the name
of defense," added Farquharson.

can be seen as concrete evidence of
the administration's dedication to
the program's longevity.

Talor Boatsman, sophomore finance major, shares this sentiment.
The program fits into the Seattle U
community because of "its emphasis on critical thinking and making
good choices," he said.
Farquharson took over for
Hudgins at the beginning of the
07-08 school year and has his office
in die middle of the new military
science headquarters. The sleek,
newly-renovated space, paid for,

Still, Farquharson acknowledges a-certain distance between the
ROTC program and die rest of the
university community, if not ideologically than at least in terms ofthe
way ROTC is perceived by students
and faculty outside the program.
"Sometimes people look at us a
litde different, and we're alright with
that," said Farquharson.
Much ofthat close-knit community relies heavily upon the confidence of die cadets in their "cadre"—
the group ofofficers that form the
base of the program. The arrest of
Franz, however, may have shaken
that confidence substantially.
"Franz was idolized," said
Hudgins. "The cadets have learned
something that's incongruent with

what they knew about him."
That kind of realization, Hudgins
said, is capable of unsettling even the
most steadfast cadet. And it stems
from an event that brings a kind of
attention to ROTC the program
hasn't seen since the Vietnam era.
Still, Farquharson said his goal is
to push enrollment in the program
up to about 75, and that his main
goal—to "develop servant leaders
grounded in the Warrior Ethos and
the Seven Army Values and prepare
them to serve their country for a
just and humane world"—remains
the same.
Despite the shake up, the program hopes to continue growing with the full support of the
Seattle U administration, even as others continue to question their place
on campus.

Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu

Enthusiasm for student elections vary with size, power
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer
The picture says it all.
Anttimo Bennett, having just
heard his name announced as
the winner of the University of
Washington student officer election, hugs a supporter, a single tear
streaming down his face.
"I feel like I have my entire community behind me," Bennett told
the UW Daily. "I'm just really excited about the opportunity to serve
UW students."
Bennett found out he won after an election totaling over 4,000
votes and amidst a large contingent
of supporters who chanted his name
before the results were announced.
The election was one of the tightest
in recent UW memory, but the excitement was a familiar sight.
"The crowd went nuts when
Anttimo Bennet won ASUW president," wrote Daily reporter Sonia
Mcßride.
When Seattle U senior Madeline

Vitek found out that she had won a
position in ASSU, the moment was
decidedly different. Vitek learned
about the results via e-mail.
"When I won, I read in it in an
e-mail that was sent out to all candidates," said Vitek.
Why the vast difference in levels
of excitement and ways ofinforming
candidates of victory between Seattle
U and the UW?
Some factors seem to explain
part of the problem. The UW has
a student population more than 2.5
times the size ofSeatde U, meaning
that more students have a chance
to vote and get involved. There also
more positions with a wider range
of responsibilities, bringing about
the possibility that more students
have a personal interest in at least
one position.
But one aspect that seems to be
evident
difference between Seatde
an
other,
and
U
larger schools is an issue that seems implicit with being
elected: power.
"I think ASSU has some

really good programs," said Vitek.
"But, as of now, they're not very
far reaching."
Florida's state schools may have
the most complex student government section in the country. FSU
features a student government body
with three branches and is involved
in theschool's budget process to the
point that it is one of the entities that
must approve the schools budget.
At Seatde U, ASSU also handles
a number of budget issues, such as
distributing funds to a number of
different club organizations, but the
influence of the body largely ends
with student affairs and does not
reach into the administrative side
of the university.
That reach is something new
president-elect Kai Smith sought
to change during his election campaign, but it is not clear how easy
that will be. University administration has not always been keen to the
idea of student government having
more influence in the dailyhappenings of die university.

"You just have

to

look

at

how

much power ASSU really has,"
said Vitek.
Student government bodies
other universities have been able

at
to

accomplish implementing-innovative programs, such as the U-PASS
program at UW. Again, this may
have to do with the size of the university, as student government officials have the backing of a sizable
student body population to help at
least feign power.
But even at those larger universities, there appears to be a disconnect
between students and their elected
representatives. While this year's
UW elections produced a large voter turnout, the previous year's elections brought only 1,800 students to
the polls.
This year's elections at Seatde U
featured almost a third, or 1,393
students, of the university's students
voting, a number that is impressive
in context, but still quite low when
compared to other years of voting
turnout numbers.

"I think some of the problem at
Seattle U [with people getting excited about ASSU] is that not that
many people vote," said Vitek.
While it is unlikely that ASSU
will attain a large increase in power
overnight, Smith has already made
a commitment to become more influential and vocal. He has already
been in talks working to be able to
sit in on Seattle U Board ofTrustee
meetings and has promised to make
ASSU more accessible to students,
somefhing that has been promised
in the past, but never effectively
carried out.
"Despite the fact that students
pay 88 percent of the operating
costs of this university, we are not
allowed to sit in on meetings where
very important financial decisions
are made," Smith told the Spectator
in April. "It boils down to whether
you are assertive enough [...] to go
up against the administration."

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu
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Seattle U prepares for changes

Student treated for TB,
Albers students warned
The general symptoms
ofTB disease are akin
to those of the flu:
feelings of sickness or
weakness, weight loss, fever, and
night sweats. TB of the lungs
causes coughing, chest pain, and
coughing up of blood.
O'Connor said that if anyone
of the individuals contacted by
e-mail come up positive then the
Health Department will expand
the investigation circle of individuals needing to be screened.
Theresa Ling, assistant dean of
Albers, said that the chances ofTB
being passed on are slim.
"Even if someone was sitting in
the same room with the [infected]
student, the ventilation might
have been good enough that it's
not a problem," said Ling.
TB germs are put into the air
when a person with TB of the
lungs or throat coughs, sneezes,
speaks or sings. The germs can
stay in the air for several hours,
depending on the nature of
the environment.
Those who breathe in the germs
develop a latent infection, where
the germs exist in one's body but
one has not yet shown symptoms.
People with latent infections can,
however, develop TB in the future
but cannot pass the germs on to
Cover
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Along with upgrades to facilities across the Seattle U campus, the Lemieux. Library will undergo a $35.5
million renovation. Construction on a fitness complex at the Connolly Center will begin in January.
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer
Seattle U has gone through a
amount of change over
the last five years—and this trend
of change doesn't seem like it'll
be slowing down in the next five
years, eidier.
Freshmen in the class of 2013
will see a decidedly different Seattle
U than did the freshmen of the class
of 2008. The change begins at the
administrative level, as provost John
Eshelman will step down after 20
almost-uninterrupted years as provost of the university. He will be
replaced by Isiaah Crawford.
Wallace Loh, former dean ofthe
College ofArts and Sciences, has already left for a job as provost of the
University of lowa, and, sometime
next year, the university will hire a
new head of the school of theology
and ministry.
"There's always a bit of concern around change for students,"
said Seattle U President Stephen

significant

Sundborg, SJ.
But Sundborg maintained that
most of these changes are routine.
He said it is typical to have a turn
around of one- dean per year and,

while Eshelman has been a staple
of the university's administration
since the early 1980s, his replacement will be seen as another longterm administrator, not simply a
temporary fix.
"I don't think the changes in
administration will greatly impact
what the incoming freshman class
will see," said Sundborg. "This is
just a normal kind of change for
the university to go through."
Some of the biggest changes

around the university will come
at the physical level, as a result of
the highly successful, $160 million Capital Campaign. While the
changes at the administrative level
are deemed typical and routine,
these changes will dramatically affect the layout of the campus.
"Next year is going to be a big
year in terms of construction," said

Sundborg.

This is just a normal
kind of change
for the university
to go through.
Stephen Sundborg, SJ

Seattle U President

•

Construction on a new residence
hall on the corner of 12th Avenue
and Cherry Street will begin this
summer. The new hall will house
242 students and will include eight
townhouses for faculty.
Construction on the new fitness center on the south end of
the Conolly Center will begin in
January. The fitness center will be
an up-to-date facility and will be
built with the intention of upgrading Seattle Us athletic facilities up
to D-I standards.
The biggest project will begin
during spring break of 2009—it is
then that the university will begin
its long-anticipated, $35.5 million
renovation of the Lemieux Library.
The project will take more than a
year to complete, which means all
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for 2008 and

next

year's class will

approach 1,000 freshman students
for the first time in school history.
Sundborg also said that while the
changes may seem significant right
now, looking at the big picture,
the changes are simply standard
additions that need to be made.
If split up, the changes would not
appear as drastic, but as the university continues to grow at unprecedented rates, the campus needs to

play catch-up.

Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
•

books and resources within the library will be moved to the Qwest
property the university recently purchased until construction is finished
on the library.
With the growth of the university, student housing concerns have
consistently been an issue over the
last three years due to a record number of incoming freshmen every
year since 2003. Seattle U received
over 5,000 freshman applications

The School of Teaching ESL
(lnc«.p.r.tlonwßhS..ttl.Unlv.™ity)

9620 stone av. n, suit. 101, Seattle,

wa

T.I: 206-781-8607 eTESUnfoe»~KI.U.«)u

"It's
is

sort

year when the university
of stepping outward," said
a

Sundborg.
Part ofthat stepping out process
will include the university becoming more involved in the election
process. Sundborg said there will be
a big, on-campus push to get students registered and getting them
to vote.
on

"The election will have an effect
the early part of next year," said

Sundborg
Seattle U will also involve students in its Mission Day on Nov.
19. Sundborg said he hopes the
enthusiasm of participation that
should come from the election
process will hopefully spill over
into students wanting to be more
involved in the inner workings of
the university.
But despite all the changes,
Sundborg maintained that the university will stick true to its message
and mission.
"As a president, you have a sense
that this is regular growth," said
Sundborg, "but students need to
be assured that the mission of the
university will not change; it will be
an interesting, exciting year."
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

Ling said that public health
Wad. pretty mucK taken
the issue.

care
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The TB skin test indicates
whether a person has been infected
by TB and will determine whether
a follow-up appointment chest xray will be needed. Since it can
take up to two months after TB
exposure for the body to react to
aTB skin test, alerted students will
need to be re-tested after July 1.
Student reactions to the case
Sinnakome Chomthamat,
senior business and economics
major, did not know about the
diagnosis until after the fact.
"If it wasn't a breakout, it
doesn't seem to be that big of a
deal," he said. "There is no need to
put someone on the spot."
Tim Robinson, senior businessmarketing major, expressed similar
feelings. He said the decision to
alert more studentsabout the diagnosis depends on how contagious
the case was. He added that the
university would not want to creOther students, however, were
concerned about the fact that they
didn't know about the incident.
"If they did tell us which student it was, what can we really do?
We would have gone to classes
anyway. But [the administration]
probably should have made others
more aware of the [case]," said one
junior marketing major.
"Marketing students are not
only in marketing classes, some are
in English classes [and so forth] so
everyone should be aware of the
[case]," the student added.
Most students interviewed in
Pigott didn't know that tuberculosis was even active in the U.S.,
although studies indicate that the

number cases of the disease is increasing in Seattle.
In 2004, the Seattle King
County Annual Tuberculosis
Report stated that the number of
foreign-born cases ofTB increased
to 97. The highest case numbers
came from Vietnam, Ethiopia, the
Philippines, Somalia and Sudan.
The group that was infected was
generally involved in drug selling
and use and had a history of incarceration and hospitalizations due
to gun or knife injuries.
In 2005, a student at Franklin
High School in Seatde was infected with active TB, die third young
person in a week to be diagnosed
with the disease. State public
healdi officials told die Seattle P-I
diat dieyroutinely get reports ofat
least three cases ofTB a week. Dr.
Masa Narita, chiefof tuberculosis
control at Public Health said there
are some 100,000 people infected
with TB in King County alone,
and added that most people don't
know they are infected because
many have not yet progressed to
active disease.
Kim Field, tuberculosis program manager for the state
Department of Health, told the
P-I that the state's TB caseload
has declined slightly in the past
few years, from 250 known cases
of active infection in 2003 to 244
in 2004. Over halfofdie reported
cases at ai\y gwen tirv\c
VLir\^
arc

County, according

to

ii\

bield. She

added that the numbers are a general indicator because many cases
of active TB likely go undetected
or can be misdiagnosed.
Scanning for and treating TB
can also be costly, a fact that can
stand in the way of proper treatment when most of the population that is infected consists of
immigrants. Narita noted diat it
takes about $9,000 to manage a
typical case of TB.
Jacob Diaz, dean of students,
said diat the university will continue to handle the situation as it
has been handled thus far and said
that students should not worry.
"Because of the way die health
department has dealt with it, putting out information discreetly,
there is no cause for anxiety,"
said Diaz.
Katie Reardon, junior marketing major, said everyone in her
400-level marketing class got the
letter telling them to get tested, so
she guessed that someone in her
class had it.
While Reardon noted that
some people in her class were
angry that they were put at risk
and starting making assumptions
about people ofcertain ethnicities
being the cause of the infection,
she said she wasn't worried about
a real chance ofinfection.
"We live in Seatde, there is a
TB clinic on Broadway, you could
get TB sitting on the [number]
four [bus]," said Reardon. "The
fact that I got two letters is probably a signal that [the university]
is covering it OK."

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seatt(eu.edu
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Lavender Celebration highlights LGBTQI community efforts
Emily Holt

Senior Staff Writer
Seattle University has expanded
the breadth of its end of the year
celebrations. On June 13, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs and Triangle
Club will host the first annual
Lavender Celebration to recognize
the achievements of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning and intersex individuals and
their allies.
For the celebration planners,
the day is meant to highlight contributions that often get overlooked
on campus.
"In general, [the day] is a safe
place for queer folks, friends and
allies to celebrate everything that
it takes to get through Seattle U,"
said Ryan Hamachek, graduate assistant for the office ofhealth and
wellness and publicity organizer for
the event. "Having a space for this
formal recognition is really important. It's a small way to say thank
you for everything that people do,"
Hamachek noted that this event
is the first formal recognition for
LGBTQI students and said that
this celebration makes the university

more inclusive for all.
Cari Ann Urabe, a second year
graduate student and the programs
coordinator, emphasized the indusivity ofthe event, adding that allies
are welcome as well.
"Diversity if something that we
value," said Urabe.
The planning committee will
give out six awards for the most
outstanding undergraduate student,
graduate or law student, faculty
person, staff person, group or organization, or program. Senator Ed
Murray will be the keynote speaker
at the event.
According to Hamachek, speaking up against heterosexist language
or advocating for recognition of
LGBTQI students are examples
of actions that would warrant
a nomination.
Lavender celebrations are fairly
common at many universities.
Seattle U's event is partially based
on University of Washington's celebration. According to Urabe, UW's
first event five years ago had only 20
attendees, but now has close to 200
people in attendance.
Urabe said that die university has
been very supportive oftlie planner's

Xavier construction annoys
Cover

I

university officials yet.
"It's confusing why they

Joey Anchondo

The Spectator
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From left, students Ryan Hamachek, Jenny Graves and Cari Ann Urabe are helping organize the event.

endeavors. She noted diat this event
is appropriate for the place Seattle
U has come to be in regards to its
safe space training and emphasis
on diversity.
Hamachek noted that the

LGBTQI community can often be
an invisible portion of the population when considering what constitutes diversity at die university.
"As we increase the ways that we
can acknowledge different peoples
experiences, sometimes that can be
through formal events," he added.
For Jenny Graves, sophomore
civil engineering major and next
year's Triangle Club president, die

celebration distinguishes Seattle U
from other schools.
"Throughout the years, many
schools have been intolerant of the
role that the community plays on
their campus, and I believe that
the Lavender Celebration makes a
clear statement that SU is not one of
those schools," said Graves, who is
also helping to plan the event.
Both Urabe and Graves were very
optimistic about next years event.
"As far as the Lavender
Celebration goes, I hope that
Triangle Club will be heavily involved in the planning of it next year
and will help to make the second

year as good

as

the first," Graves

added.
For student members of the
as
Samuel Nelsen, a sophomore nursing major, the Lavender Celebration
symbolizes much more than the
completion of the year.
"This just continues to show the
dedication Seattle University has to
each and every member of the SU
community, a dedication that is apparendy only proving itself stronger
with each passing year."

LGBTQI community, such

Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.edu

couldn't have done the work over

roofing, new drywall on elevator
shaft framing and a temporary
wall installed in the basement
common area for temporary

the summer," said Luke Taylor, a
freshmen international studies and
political science major whose room
is direcdy above ground zero.
De Bruhl said Facilities usually takes on projects during the

elevator equipment.
According to Steve De Bruhl,
project manager with Facilities
Services, construction will be

for the new elevator shaft began
this past summer, according to
McKiernan, but was delayed over

ing, work planned for
the week before finals includes

Zen: insight for global warming
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

summer. In fact, construction

It was 1,237 A.D. when Zen
Dogen Zenji wrote the
"Tenzo Kyokun," an instruction
master

minimized during finals week,

the year. Construction resumed

manual for

and work should never have been
starting before 8 a.m. De Bruhl
and others have also worked to
reduce noise during the hours
when classes are held in the
Xavier basement.
"Certainly we want to acknowledge that this is not an ideal situation," De Bruhl said. "It would
always be our preference not to do
these projects when students are in

this spring because De Bruhl and
others figured "students would be
outside more dian in die winter,"
and the work would be less of
a disturbance.

ral Japan. Now, almost a thousand
years later, this small—and often
disregarded—piece of Japanese
writing is being used to help end
global warming.
That was the mission of Jason
Wirth, associate professor of phi-

Second floor resident assistant
Tess Abrahamson-Richards acknowledged that the construction
work, which started in full swing at
the beginning ofspring quarter, has
disturbed residents. She added that
its resulted in decreased privacy—
construction workers are often at
room level—-and awful smells. In
fact, Xavier residents received an
e-mail from McKiernan instructing them to close their windows
on certain days to keep foul odors
out of the building.
What really has some residents fuming, though, is the fart
that construction is happening
during the school year at all. A
second petition was started and
had several signatures requesting
construction cease entirely until
the end of the quarter, although
one petitioner was unsure wheth-

Due to construction projects
going up throughout the area, elevators are in high demand. It normally takes eight weeks to install
an elevator into an existing shaft,
but just ordering an elevator can
take mondis, De Bruhl said.
"We usually try to do construction over the summer," he
said, "but installing an elevator is
such a long process that it wouldn't
fit into a two or three month

schedule."
De Bruhl and RAFN both
acknowledge the inconveniences
students have felt. To ease the pain,
RAFN will be hosting a barbeque
for Xavier residents on Friday,
June 6 at 12 p.m.
But some students won't be
appeased. Kelsch, in fact, doesn't
plan on attending the barbeque.
For her, its too little, too late.
"It cost a lot of money to live
on campus," Paonessa agreed, "and
diey should have finished before
school started or be respectful of
our wishes."

Josh can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu

monastery

chefs, in ru-

losophy, when he presented his
lecture "How to Better Cook the
Earth: Zen Master Dogen on Food
and Deep Ecology," the last in this
year's nine-part Interfaith EcoBuddhism lecture series.
In the "Tenzo Kyokun," Dogen
tells chefs to treat their food as if it
were the most precious thing in the
world, and to go about their cooking duties with complete mindfulness and joy, being ever aware of
the impact their actions make on
all other life forms.
"You must care for water and
rice as though they were your own
children," he wrote. Dogen also
taught the importance of humility
and serving others.
Wirth explained this philosophy to the crowded room in the
Student Center before changing the
slide to a photo of a big, dripping

hamburger.
"Dogen taught us

to treat

food

if it were precious, but how often
do we even consider what we put in
our mouths?" asked Wirth.
He continued to explain that
here in America, we shove our
as

bodies full offast food without ever
thinking ofthe vast impact our food
industry has on the world.
Our thoughtlessness and carelessness furthers the devastation
of global warming, said Wirth.
While we may be unable to make
the entire world better, becoming
more aware and appreciative of all
things—things as simple as food—
will help us make better choices,

according to Wirth.
While Seattle U is no stranger
talks about the environment,
the talks given during the EcoBuddhism lectures are drastically
individualistic and intrapersonal.
Instead of providing audience
members with lists of all the problems caused by global warming and
suggestions of what one can do to
help)—like changing light bulbs or
taking shorter showers—presenters
like Wirth instead prescribed a personal philosophy which, they claim,
will, in its own small way, help to
end the causes of global warming.
"The problems [of global warming] are not as obvious as they first
appear," said Wirth. "[...] the ecological crisis, I think, is a macrocosm
of our spiritual disorder."
Wirth acknowledges that the
"causes" of global warming are
largely technology and energy consumption, but it is the attitudes
behind these actions that concern
him the most. If everyone was more
mindful of themselves and more observant of what was really going on,
said Wirth, we would make changes
in our behavior.
Wirth decided to make the
"Tenzo Kyokun" the focus for his
to

lecture for several reasons, largely
because he so admires the work
of Dogen.
"It's a legendary text," saidWirth,
"among the few who care about
such things. This was an opportunity to share his work with others.
From what we covered [during the
lecture] we saw that preparing rice
for monks is, in a deeper way, inseparable from our responsibilities
to all sentient beings."
He was also inspired by a film
he saw at last year's SIFF: "How
to Cook Your Life" by German
director Doris Dorrie. The title
for Wirth's lecture is a play off the
film's title while also hinting at
how we are literally "cooking" the
earth. "How to Cook Your Life"
follows a cookbook author and
Zen priest in San Francisco who
makes Zen Buddhism part of his

everyday life.
"In the film, something as simple
as the act of making bread became
a very formal kind of meditation,"
explained Wirth. "That kind of
thoughtfulness is something to aspire to."
Wirth's lecture marked the end
of this year's Eco-Buddhism lectures,
although Wirth and his group, the
Seattle U Eco-Sangha, plan to start
up the series again next school year.
This year's speakers included theology professor Gary Chamberlain and
philosophy professor Elizabeth Sikes
and, Wirth said the group plans to
continue bringing together a variety
of speakers and topics.

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Film featuring Jesuit reveals
may be charged
humor, tragedy on L.A. streets Students
for printing starting fall '08

Sean Towey
Sports Editor

Approximately 60 gangs and
10,000 gang members reside in
the Boyle Heights neighborhood
ofEast Los Angeles, which is about
the size of a large college campus.
And for the past 24 years, Greg
Boyle, S.J., has helped this struggling Latino community rise above
the violence.
After spending a shoft time
with Christian Base Communities
in Cochabamba, Bolivia, Boyle returned to Los Angeles and no longer
had the same desire to teach that he
had before.
"I asked my provincial to send
me to the poorest community we
had," said Boyle.
Boyle ended up as the pastor of the Dolores Mission in
East Los Angeles. In 1988, Boyle
founded the program Jobs for a
Future, which according to their
Web site, "assists 1,000 people a
month in re-directing their lives."
Four years later, after the infamous
Rodney King riots throughout L.A.,
Boyle started Homeboy Industries,
which works "to create businesses
that provide training, work experience, and above all, the opportunity for rival gang members to work
side by side."
Living by their slogan, "Nothing
stops a bullet like a job," Boyle
continually stresses that Homeboy
Industries does not help those
in need, they help those who
want help.

Building more jails to
address crime is like

building gravesites

to address AIDS.
Greg Boyle, SJ
Homeboy Industries Founder

In his debut documentary,
"Father G and the Homeboys,"
director and elementary school
teacher John Bohm captures both
the despair and humor that are
the gang-torn streets of East Los
Angeles, narrated by Martin Sheen.
Bohm gave an introductory speech
and played the film to a full Pigott
Auditorium on May 29.
Like reading Frank McCourt's
"Angelas Ashes," the audience feels
guilty laughing at the humorous
parts of the movie, such as "Father
G," as he is called by the community, chiding a teenager about several hickies on his neck. Somehow
Boyle's quick wit and subtle humor
shines throughout the film, even
when speaking about one of the
150 young men and women he has
buried in the past 24 years.
At one point during the "Decade
of Death," during the late 1980s
and 19905, Boyle buried eight kids
in a three week period.
"Those were rough times," said
Father G.
Currently, Homeboy Industries
manages several companies. Their
main project is the Homeboy

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

onlinesubmissions ofassignments

whenever possible."
If the ASSU resolution is accepted, students will be allowed

The Lemieux Library and the
Engineering building computer either 100 or 125 free pages of
lab are important work centers printing per quarter.
for hundreds ofstudents who rely
"What was decided in ASSU
on their printers in order to comwas a proposal to have 125 free
plete much of their coursework. pages per student, which was an
Whedier for writing papers, printaverage based on figures pulled
ing handouts and readings, or from die university," said Fletcher.
preparing in-class presentations, "However, due to the technology
the free printing services offered that can be used by OIT, that
at these locations have become
number might be decreased to
an indispensable part of many
100 free pages, with a five cent
students' college existences.
charge per page after that limit
However, the current printhas been reached."
ing practices at Seattle University
The shock of pay-by-page
might experience significant printing is not only one felt by
the students. The librarians at
changes in the coming quarter
word has been floating around in Lemieux were equally as unsure of
the administration that students the status of printing for the next
will no longer be entided to free year. "We don't really know if a
formal decision has been reached,"
printing everywhere on campus.
—

die contentious issue.
"We're one of the only schools
left anywhere that doesn't charge
for printing straight up from
when you get here," said Matisse
Fletcher, sophomore international
studies major and ASSU at-large
representative. "We've been extremely lucky so far. As far as we
[ASSU] know it's just a university

said Bob Novak, a librarian at
Seattle U. "We had heard talk of
students being charged for printing next year, but to our knowledge, no formal decision has yet
been reached."
Fletcher assures the student
body diat, when a decision is finally reached, it will be made known
to every student on campus.
"We e-mail our resolutions out
to the student body," said Fletcher.
"This resolution will be coming
out in the next ASSU newsletter.

wide decision. [The uni-versity is}
making a lot of changes, and its

It's also going to be a-vailsit>\e; ir\ tti«
ASSU office, and the university

just one of many."
ASSU's resolution addresses
both the students' right to free
printing, and die issues concerning paper consumption and environmental sustainability.
"Students are required to print
certain documents," reads die resolution. The resolution also notes
that "students are already financially burdened by rising tuition

will likely be sending out major
announcementsover the Summer
stating its actual decision on the

In response

to

talk within die

administration regarding students
being charged for printing, ASSU
has written a resolution to address
Isaac Ginsberg

The Spectator

Due to technical difficulties, John Bohm gave students details on
Homeboy Industries in an impromptu speech before the film.
Bakery, which opened last April.
The bakery now is in contract negotiations with major grocery store
chains. Homeboy Industries also
operates a cafe and landscaping/

The documentary also follows
the lives of several former gang
members struggling to live their
lives away from the streets. Gabriel,

maintenance service company. They

one of the former gang members,
quickly entranced the audience as

also offer

he began his

tattoo

removal services,

tattoo

removal

treat-

completely free of charge.
Though not at the fault of the
director, the film suffers due to the

ment,

over-saturation ofviolent images in
the modern media, it becomes easy
to forget that the film is a documentary and not a gang movie from the

his forehead and around
his mouth. Later in the film, Gabriel
gave First Lady Laura Bush a tour of
Homeboy Industries.
Unfortunately, "Father G" was
diagnosed with cancer earlier this
year. He is currently on a four
month sabbatical in Italy. Upon
his return, he will help select his

mid-19905.
However, the truth is that gang
members in East Los Angeles truly
do call each other "Homeboys" and
they call Boyle "Father G," and engage in open warfare in the streets in
L.A. The movie's almost too real.
Boyle gained the trust andadmiration of the community through
his proactive approach to both
youth involved in gangs and the
draconian politics ofthe 1980s and
early 19905. He would visit with local youths in the hospital recovering
from gang-related injuries and diose
spending time in jail.
"They would come out and tell
their family and friends that I visited them," said Boyle. "It helped
them accept me."
Several times Boyle encountered gun fire while riding his bike
at night, chatting with local gang
members. Enemy gangs would
creep into the street and open fire
while Boyle was there.
Politically, Boyle would attack
local community leaders for their
"tough on crime" policies, which
made the middle class feel safer
but did nothing to address the root
problems of gang related crimes
in East Los Angeles. At a taped
Los Angeles City Hall meeting,
Boyle told a California politician,

jails to address
crime is like building more graves"Building

more

ites to address AIDS. It doesn't
make sense."

clenching his teeth in agony
and sharing a joke with the doctors
as they slowly fade the gang related
tattoos on

successor.

Though Boyle is a Jesuit,

Homeboy Industries operates as its
non-profit organization, so the
next Executive Director will not
necessarily be a Jesuit.

own

Sean can be reached at

printing policy."

and book prices."
Working with the Office of
Information and Technology,
ASSU has proposed to alter the
schools default print settings to
double-sided printing with .75

ASSU feels confident that die
resolution will be considered in
die university's final decision concerning printing fees, due to how
quickly they were able to catch
word of the potential change.
"We caught talk of the university charging for printing really
early," said Fletcher. "We kind of
made our resolution right in the
murmuring stage, so there was
nothing concrete when we wrote
out die proposal."

inch margins. ASSU is also petitioning that "the faculty should
utilize online resources and accept

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.eclu

toweys@seattleu.edu
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NOTE TO SELF:
Mixing ALCOHOL and ENERGY DRINKS

can have harmful effects!
Because energy drinks are stimulants, they
mask how DRUNK I am. I may feel wide

i

AWAKE and ready to go but mixing energy
drinks with ALCOHOL can lead me to drink

-....^^Ji

Uj

dangerous amounts because I feel so alert.
Plus, I will have a worse HANGOVER than
normal because both alcohol AND the
CAFFEINE in energy drinks dehydrates me.

Jjb
Source: Brown University
Health Education

PBB HIAIIH
ACnoNTCAM

Student Pavilion Center 126
(206) 296-2593
PHAT@seattleu.edu
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Political science class pulls weeds to make the grade
Alex LaCasse
Volunteer Writer

Clippers and rakes in tow, a
Seattle University class gathered at
Cheasty Greenspace Saturday with
one goal in mind: rip out that ivy.
Their grades depended on it.
Luckily for them, their grade did
not lie on the weed-pulling alone,
The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com

but rather in the leadership skills,
direction and motivation needed
to get others involved. These aren't
easy tasks on a Saturday morning—
pulling ivy, or getting motivated.
The event was the brainchild
of Professor Audrey Hudgins'
PLSC 120 class: "Citizenship—
Leadership for a Just & Humane
World." The class focuses on the
act of civic engagement and puts
theory into practice.
The major requirement for the
course was to plan and then successfully execute a volunteer program at
the end of the quarter —thus the
genesis of Samrdays environmental
restoration project at Beacon Hill's

Cheasty Greenspace.
Hudgins explained that diis was
a chance for students to explore
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of 5995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
-

206-524-4915

SU's mission of striving toward a
just and humane world. "They're
putting into action what they're
learning," she said. "I learn by doing. Service learning is a conduit for
experiencing the learning."

Spring quarter for the class
begins with volunteering with
Earthcorps, a Seattle-based nonprofit at a community-wide environmental restoration project.
Students observe, participate and
begin to develop ideas for dieir own
event several months later. Among
the main aspects Hudgins wanted
the class to get out of the course
was what, exactly, goes into making a good civic event. Eartlicorps
would eventually give them the
reins to advertise, coordinate and

successfully execute the volunteer
program at Cheasty.
Currently, Cheasty is the largest
urban forest in Seattle. According
Earthcorps, urban forests are
expected to lose all of their trees

to

within 100 years if active community involvement and care does not

take place.
On Saturday the main goal of
preservation was to minimize the
threat of invasive species. The trees
have been damaged and killed
by out of control ivy. Volunteers,
guided by the SU class, helped kill
off this invasive species in hopes of
maintaining a healthy forest.
The class of nine was split into
three groups. While each had a different task as far as the wider event
concerned, including outreach,
operations and support, the class
needed to function as a"whole in
order to put on the program.
While Seattle U students may
have hosted the event, Earthcorps
team members were present to guide
and direct. They also were available
throughout the quarter as an outlet for resources. Students explained
that anything they needed to plan
the event smoothly, Earthcorps was
there to help.
"It is always awesome to watch
classes go through the process"
said Lizzie White, Earthcorps
was

team member. Hudgins contacted
Earthcorps late last year in hopes of
building a lasting partnership.

"The connection with this community is

so

relevant" said White,

-

to the relationship beSU and the Beacon Hill
area. "It is really great to have an
organized and passionate group."
Earthcorps is a Seattle based
organization that educates people
from around the world on environmental restoration. Team members
come from everywhere and participate in a six month training session and then participate actively
in the community. They put on
several events throughout the year
focusing on community outreach
and education.

referring

tween

It is great to have

:

an organized and
passionate group.
Lizzie White

Earthcorps Team Member

"We are very lucky

to have an
like
them
behind
us"
organization
said student participant Jeff Allen.
"It is a huge help."
Approximately 60 volunteers
from Seattle U, the local community and Earthcorps, as well as
members from the organization
Global Visionaries, were in attendance. The latter group gave a talk
during lunch about the impacts of
our large carbon footprints.
Also in attendance was King

County Council

Councilmember of district two,
Larry Gossett. Upon hearing of
the SU and Earthcorps project at
Cheasty, he had to be involved.
"Urban politicians don't think
enough about how the environment impacts the community" said
Gossett. He stated that the benefits
and results of the Cheasty program
are crucial to the community.
How did the planning and
execution of the event go—the
fruition of a quarter long project?
According to class leader Gordon
Greeves, they had moved a lot faster
than expected in pulling up ivy and
the event went smoothly.
"We want to raise civic aware
ness" said Greeves on the classes
mission.

Chair and

Getting a good grade was also
motivation for a smooth event.
Students were graded on the basis
of leader attributes, skills and actions along with such characteristics as loyalty, duty, respect and
selfless service.
Cheasty runs between Beacon
Avenue and Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard, in the southern neighborhoods of Beacon Hill and has
seen improvements over the past
four years but is still in dire need
of attention. In 2005, the park
received $1 million in restoration aid inwhere new paths, better
drainage and landscaping was of
main focus.

Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu

A. A. Lemieux Library
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Angel 7,3 upgrade
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Lemieux Library thanks the students and faculty who
took the time to complete the LibQUAL+™ 2008 quality
assessment survey.

HH

Thanks to you, we've gathered valuable statistical data
and comments which will help us to improve service
quality. We've also made a contribution to this national
research project for academic libraries.
We are in the process of contacting the winners of our
incentive prizes.

Lemieux Library gratefully acknowledges the generosity
of the donors of our prizes:
•

•

•

•

•

•

SU Bookstore
Bon Appetit
OFT & Sungard Higher Education
SU Office of Alumni Affairs
SU Athletics Department
Hollywood Hill Farms

We can help.
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Braden VanDragt

St. James Cathedral was dedicated in 1851. The Catholic Church celebrates Mass seven days a week and hosts popular Taize prayer services every Friday at 6:30 p.m.

Student's view on faith
Multi-faith groups provide diverse spiritual perspective
Sara Bemert
Staff Writer

student faith group that meets every
Wednesday night at 8:30 p.m. in
the Campion Chapel. The group
An outsider touring Seattle began while Beary was a student
University might see the multiple at Seattle University, though at
chapels, crosses on tops ofbuildings the time it was a small, studentand statues of religious figures and led Bible study group which met
think we're a hard-core Catholic
campus. And yet, while Seattle
University is a Jesuit institution, the
students and staff create a remarkably diverse religious atmosphere.
The university's mission to respect all religions has allowed for
various faith groups to take root
here on campus.
"It's nice to see that, even though
your community may not know a
lot about your culture or religion,
they want to learn about it. You
never feel that you need to hide your
religion just because it's different,"
says Alexandra Davis, advisor for
the Jewish Student Association.
Working with all of the groups
is the Interfaith Coordination
Team (ICT). ICT works with oncampus religious groups to sponsor
educational events and the annual
Interfaith Prayer for Peace, which
occurs during International week in
January. ICT also facilitates interfaith dialogue panels and works out
of the Campus Ministry office.
Erin Beary, newly elected
interim-director for Campus
Ministry, serves as advisor for several ofSU's on-campus Christian
groups, including Bible studies and
Cross Training.
Cross Training is an ecumenical

in the Xaiver basement. While it
has remained largely student run,
Cross Training has grown to include a retreat for students in addition to their weekly worship and
praise service.
Beary has also been leading Bible
study groups for three years and
explains that scriptural study has
always been her passion.
"One of my interests is practical theology, meaning looking at the
ways people physically live out their
faith in the world," says Beary. "The
Bible studies are about looking at
the scriptures and [...] asking what
they mean to you."
Christian students also have
ample opportunities to worship.
Catholic worship services occur daily on campus, with morning masses
at 7:15 a.m. in the Immaculate
Conception Chapel, noon services in the Chapel of St. Ignatius
and three Sunday services, also in
St. Ignatius.
Although Beary doesn't identify
herself as Jewish, she also works
as the co-advisor for the Jewish
Student Association, JSA, alongside
Alexandra Davis, a graduate student
at Seattle University.
While the JSA has had difficulties securing strong student

in the past, both Beary
and Davis say things have improved
this year. The JSA partners with
Temple De Hirsch Sinai for some
events and has also hosted many
celebrations on-campus, including
the well-attended Hanukah party
and Seder meal.
Davis says she feels the JSA, and
otherreligious groups, are well supported by the university.
"The values around justice, humanism and caring for others are
ones that all religions embrace," says
Davis. "Students here are interested
to learn about different religions
and cultures."

leadership

Students and staff

create a remarkably
diverse religious

atmosphere.

Ramadan means lots of programming for the MSA. The group hosts
fast-breaking dinners each night
of the month that are open to all
students and community members, free of charge. The month is
ended with their huge Id-ul-Fitr celebration which attracted over 500
people this year.
"We take the opportunity not
only to allow people to come in
and have fun [...] but also to teach
them a little bit about the meaning
of fasting and Islam," said Harb.
Celebrations aside, members of
the MSA meet regularly to plan both
social and educational events and
to meet for daily prayer. Muslims
pray five times a day and community prayer is especially important
on Fridays, the holy day of Islam.
The group works to organize a noon
prayer and sermon for each Friday.
The MSA has won several
awards, including two Mission in
Faith awards and this year's Living
Mission award.
"They feel like life-time achievement awards to me," says Harb,
who has worked hard during his
four-year presidency. "I am proud
of our group and what we do for
one another and the community."
Finally, for those seeking inner
enlightenment through the path
of Buddhism, lectures and mediations are put on by the Seattle
University Eco-Sangha, a Mahayana
Buddhist group that meets every

spiritual path; it's not 'our way or
the high way, says Jason Wirth,
Seattle University's Philosophy
professor, one of the leaders of
Eco-Sangha. "We are very respectful ofall religions. Our way is a way
of love and respect, not conquest
and competition."
Buddhism is not, in itself, a religion. Because of this any person
can find meaning in thelectures and
mediations, explains Wirth.
,

"

Wirth says the group has succeeded largely because of the open
nature of their practice, but also
because of the support they have
received from Seattle University
and Campus Ministry.
"Erin Beary is just a wonderful
person to work with and has been
supportive in every way. She has
made it easy for all faith groups to
exist on campus and is very, very
committed to what she does,"
says Wirth.
The lecture series is now over
but the weekly mediations will continue. On Monday, June 9th, the
meditation will begin at 8:30 p.m.
in the Chapel of St. Ignatius.
While the leaders ofthese groups
may come from differentfaiths and
cultures, all agree that the religions
of the world share the values of
Seattle University: that a more just
and humane world can be achieved
through the acceptance and respect

Another on-campus faith group
committed to educating other students about their religion is the
Muslim Student Association, MSA.
The group has a strong presence
on-campus and hosts several large
events throughout the year.
"We're becoming infamous for
hosing really fun celebrations,"
ofall religions.
laughs MSA president Nazir Harb,
senior sociology and international
studies major.
Sara can be reached at
Monday night.
The Islamic holy month of
"It does not contradict your bernerts@seattleu.edu

Jessica

Ishmael
T
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Students practice religious
abstinence at Jesuit institution
Matthew Martell

Staff Writer
While Seattle University is a
institution, it does not
constrain its students to believing
in a single faith. The Jesuit fathers
interact every day with Buddhists,
Hindus, Muslims, atheists and other
faith groups.
Further, with an array of prayer
rooms and chapels that accommodate people ofall faiths, Seattle Us
embrace of diversity has a tendency
to draw interesting and non-conventional students into its arms.
Atheists and agnostics occupy
the campus in large quantities,
seemingly unconcerned about the
Catholic environment they have
immersed themselves in. Random
House defines adieism as "the doctrine or belief that there is no God."
It defines agnosticism as "an intellectual doctrine or attitude affirming the uncertainty of all claims to
ultimate knowledge."
That said, it is interesting that so
many non-believers would be drawn
to a campus that is so religious.
Erin Beary, Ecumenical and
Multifaith Minister at Seattle U,
offered an explanation to the striking presence of the non-religious
students.
"I think people, regardless oftheir
beliefs, are looking for a broad-based
system," said Beary. "No matter how
you slice it, SU's core values kind of
appeal to everyone."
David Dukart, a sophomore
creative writing major at Seattle U,
corroborated Beary's explanation.
Dukart defines himself as spiritual,
but not religious.
"As far as I understand it, agnosticism does indicate spirituality
without religiosity, but you can believe different things from different
faiths," said Dukart.

religious

did their belief on the necessity of
educating the whole person."
Aubrey Jackson, a freshman fine
arts major at Seattle University, had
a similar stance on her religiosity in
light of the university's.
"I appreciate that SU makes you
take philosophy and theology classes," said Jackson, "and even though
I don't believe in God, I think there's
a lot of value in knowing about different faiths and religions."
However, the question must still
be asked as to why students would
choose not to align themselveswith a
faith, especially at a Jesuit institution.
For some, it is simply that a God

Jesuits evaluate their
Catholic character

Church on Sundays except me.
It made me feel ostracized by those
to

Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

who did believe."
on

However, the general consensus
campus is that all people can co-

exist peacefully.

"Coming to SU, people would
ask me if I was going to mass, and
I would respond diat I wasn't, and

there was no animosity," saidDukart.
"Everyone [on campus] is very much
aware of die diversity on campus and
they're very accepting ofit."
In spite of the many students
who choose not to be religious,
Beary considers faith to be an innately human experience, even
based system is not something they if one does not believe not in any
can reconcile within themselves.
particular religion.
"I think a lot ofpeople just can't
"I really believe that all people
make logical sense of a faith system, have faith in something," said Beary.
of the divine," said Beary. "But "I steal my idea offaith from Sharon
faith is not necessarily supposed to Daloz Parks. She calls faith 'a way
be logical. It's not like a mathemati- that a person makes meaning of
cal equation with a beginning and the world,' which I think everyone
an end."
wants to do."
Beary also commented on the
differences between spirituality

I really believe that

all people have faith

in something.
Erin Beary
Multifaith Minister
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and religion.
"The root of'religion' is the latin
word religare, which means 'to bind
together,'" said Beary. "I think religion is those institutions which
bind us as people together. To me,
someone who is spiritual is someone
who communicates withthe divine.
Someone who is religious is someone
who taps into themselves, but they
also tap into those institutions that
bind us together as well."
Likewise, Beary also commented
on die human connection widi die
divine, and how it plays a role in
shaping religious perceptions.
"I think it comes down to the
fact that many of these people
would not claim to have had an
experience with the presence of die
divine," said Beary. "People who
would say they are spiritual would
probably say diey've had an experience widi die divine. I think, if you
have had an experience, it would be
hard to stillcall yourself an atheist or

Family also accounts in large part
for a students belief system. Jackson
grew up in a non-Christian environment, and admitted this helped
shape her current convictions.
"I was taught that atheism is
when you think you can prove that
God doesn't exist," said Jackson.
"So I think I would be more agnostic, because though I don't believe
there is a God, but I don't believe
you can prove that God doesn't exAddressing Seattle University's ist eidier."
scholastic mission, Dukart exLikewise, in more hostile settings,
plained the appeal in the university's the community aspect ofreligion exdiverse campus.
perience can be alienating to diose
an agnostic."
"I really liked the idea that we are who chose not to believe.
"I grew up in a very religious
more than just what we're majoring
in," said Dukart, "[...] their empha- rural town and I always felt alien- Matthewcan be reached at
sis on diversity also impacted me, as ated," said Dukart. "Everyone went martellm@seattleu.edu

Courtesy Seattle Buddhist Church

We at Seattle University are
more than aware of what it means
to teceive a "Jesuit education,"
based in holistic, global learning
that focuses on faith, community,
and justice.
But how does the Jesuit education model fit into the larger context of being Catiiolic?
The Jesuits have always been
considered one of the more progressive, radical factions of the
Catholic Church with easily definable characteristics that set them
apart. One of those characteristics
has historically been their commitment to

education.

"The biggest differentiating
characteristic [from a Catholic
university] is the Jesuits have an extreme focus on intellectual quality,"
said university President Stephen
Sundborg, a sentiment that was
echoed by Pat Howell. S.J. "It's
like our ace in the deck."
That education focus goes back
hundreds of years, specifically to
1648 in Sicily, when the Jesuits
opened their first organized education institution. Since then, the
focus has stayed the same.
"We're trying to carry that
same spirit into the 21st century,"
said Howell.
But just as the Jesuits have been
progressive in their education efforts, so have they in other areas,
some times at direct conflict with
the sentiments of die Vatican.
At the 35th General
Congregation, Pope Benedict
XVI put forth a challenge to the
Jesuits to better understand their
role as Catholics. The relationship between the Jesuits and the
Catholic church has varied greatly
over the years, but Pat Howell,
S.J., sees Benedict's challenge as
a positive step towards improving
relations between the Jesuits and
the Vatican.
"Jesuits have always been on die
front line," said Howell. "The Pope's
edict was effective because it did not
sound like marching orders."
Marching orders and control
has been a problem with previous
popes. Pope John Paul II famously
ruffled feathers within the Jesuit
community when he instilled his
own appointee to head die Society
of Jesus after Fadier Arrupe suffered
a heart attack in 1981. But Howell
said that incident is no water under
the bridge.
"There's a much better report
now," said Howell.
Howell said the important
thing for different religious order
to remember was where their roots
were. While the Catholic church
has a number of different religious

orders within that value different
attributes, the basis behind the religion is the same.
"Each religious orderhas its own
special gifts," said Howell. "But it's
all rooted in the Catholic faith."
Sundborg saw the discussions that took place at G.C. 35
as an opportunity for the university to better understand its
Catholic identity.
"There's a challenge from the
General Congregation to think
globally," said Sundborg. "And
also to have an engagement
with culture."
Sundborg said the Jesuits have
always been interested in culture
and have always thought of how
the Catholic religion fits within
different cultures.
"We're sort of where the
Catholic Church meets culture,"
said Sundborg.
That may be why the Catholic
Church has a reputation as being
at the forefront of thinking globally. Jesuit universities exist all over
the world.

We're sort of where
the Catholic Church

meets culture.
Stephen Sundborg, SJ
President

"You can't go to a country withfinding a Jesuit institution,"
said Howell.
And Sundborg said the relationship each Jesuit university chares
with one another has helped the
Society to achieve a high awareness
ofinternational situations.
"The Jesuits have a great, international network," said Sundborg.
Perhaps the biggest way the
Jesuits stray from the Catholic
Church is in their interest ofother
religions. Seattle U often holds forums that allow for discussion on a
variety ofreligions.
"There are not many places in
thechurch where you have inter-reout

ligious dialogue," said Sundborg.
In April, Sundborg gave a
speech at the Provost's Convocation
that discussed Seattle U's role, not
just as a Jesuit university, but as a
Catholic university. Sundborg issued a challenge for members of
Seattle U to take pride in their

Catholic identity.
"Imagine yourself.. .positive and
glad to be a Catholic university in
informed and inclusive way,"
said Sundborg.

an

Mike can be reached at
baldi 799@seattleu.edu

Far Left: Stephen Sundborg S.J. advocates for an inclusive Catholic institution
that stays close to its Jesuit tradition and inter-faith dialogue. Top Right: The Seattle Buddhist Church officially began in 1901. Since then the temple has grown,
incorporating a new auditorium in 1905 and starting a Day Nursing program and
Boy Scout troop in 1948. Bottom Right: Mars Hill is one of the fastest growing
Evangelical Churches in the United States. Increasing to six locations since its
start in 1996, the Church currently has seven thousand members.
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Photo competition captures the world

Thursday June 5,

Melissa Heintz
VolunteerWriter

?uestlove, Black Thought,
DJ Marc Sense
8:00 p.m.

Neumos, $15, 21+
The Bug Nasties, The
Zack Static Set, The
Aurora Roarers
8:00 p.m.

Showbox Market, $5, 21+
Friday June 6,
The Submarines, Bad
Dream Good Breakfast,
The Color Bars
9:00 p.m.
Chop Suey, $10, 21+

Saturday June 7,
Worldwide Dungeons
Dragons Game Day

&

9:00 a.m.
Neumos, free

Nam (CD Release Party)
7:30 p.m.
Vera Project, $8
Crystal Castles, dd/mm/
yyyy, David Wolf
9:00 p.m.
Chop Suey, $10

As education abroad becomes
an increasingly important part of
Seattle University, the Modern

Languages Department, in conjunction with the College of Arts
and Sciences, created the Study
Abroad Photography Competition
to show the greater campus community what the experience was
about. The main goal was to showcase some of the views, ideas, experiences and observations of students
who traveled abroad.
Announcements were posted on
bulletin boards throughout campus
and an e-mail was sent out to all
previous study abroad participants.
The judges for the contest were
Claire Garoutte, Assistant Professor
of Photography, Anil Kapahi, a
Seattle University photographer
and Braden VanDragt, Spectator
Photo Editor.
Contestants were allowed to
submit up to five images following
the theme "Imagining the World."
Judges were looking for photographs that went beyond the typical
postcard shot and expressed their
personal vision and understanding
of life in their host country. "We
didn't want the cliche postcard
shots but we also didn't want to
limit it so drastically so that a lot
of good pictures wouldn't be qualified," said Kapahi. Winning photographs also had to be structurally and
compositionally sound and have a
clear narrative and a decisive view.

Courtesy

Sean Klosterman

Junior Sean Klosterman took this photo while studying abroad in Belize. He won second place in the contest and was awarded $300.
The winners received cash
awards; First Prize $500 to
Michael Fehrenbach, senior economics, humanities, and graphic
designer major, Second Prize
$300 to Sean Klosterman, junior
economics major and Third Prize
$200 to Brandon Waterman, senior international business and

photography major.
The first place photograph,
entitled "The Noise, the Crowd,"
was taken in Sienna, Italy during a
horse race that is held twice during
the sum mer when the city square is
jam packed with people.
"I was trying to figure out what
Italy was to me in 5 photos," said
Fehrenbach. "Everywhere you go in
Italy there's just a ton of people, especially during the summer. It's the
height of tourist season. The idea
was to have the images represent

the kind of things that I thought
about the experience."
The photo was originally shot
in color but concerted to black and
white to create a historic look.
"Your Children's Safety is our
Business," the second place photograph, captures the conceptions of Americans and wealth
people in the underdeveloped nation of Belize. It was taken on a
bus going from Belize City to the
Guatemalan border.
"I don't think they expect so
many Americans on those types of
busses. Most of the tourists in that
area charter really nice busses, but
we travel the way they would," said
Klosterman.
The title comes from a sticker
in the top corner of the bus. "I
thought it was kind of funny because I think from what I can tell

this bus was probably an American
school bus that had been shipped
down to Central America once
it was no longer useful in the
United States, but its not transporting children anymore
and its no longer a safe bus,"
Klosterman explained.
The third place photo,
"Winding Road Horizontal," was
taken in Northern Argentina. For
Waterman, the best experiences
he had while studying abroad was
away from the crowds.
"They were great once I figured
out how to get away from all the
people that I went there with and
just hang out with the locals and
drink mate and do what you do,"
he said.
Waterman enjoyed the aesthetics of Argentina and tried to capture that in his photo.
The prize winning photos will
appear in an exhibition on campus
next fall. Along with the top three
photos, an additional 21 photos
done by 16 different photographers
will be showcased in the exhibition
as well. The exhibition will be displayed in the Modern Languages
Department and will travel
around the campus to different
locations so that a wide audience
can see it.

"As we eventually collect more
and more images we'll have a beautiful archive of students' reflections
on their travels," said Garoutte.
Melissa can be reached at
Heintzml@seattleu.edu

'Snuff' shows Palahniuk practicing the pornographic

Courtesy Chuck Palahniuk

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
For the popular contemporary
writer, the "book a year" means
of sustenance is a hefty aspiration.
John Grisham's been doing it for a
couple of decades, and until Stephen
King called in his "retirement" from
writing a few years back, his "Dark
Tower" series had him going the
same way.
Chuck Palahniuk, author of
cult classic "Fight Club," follows
the same formula with his writing
career, but while many authors have
a tendency to retread old ground
in their proliferation of prose,

Palahniuk's writing is remarkable
in that it always finds him exploring new territory.
His latest release "Snuff" is no
exception to this rule. The style
is classically Palahniuk, in that it
employs his usual prosaic tricks.
He still likes to attribute absurd
importance to seemingly unobtrusive objects, his themes are
drug-addled and perverse, and his
main characters all have to comb
the dark depths of their psyches in
order to overcome their respective
identity crises. The book's plot,
however, is a drastic departure
from most of Palahniuk's previous work, and his new direction is

delightfully disturbing.
If earlier works of Palahniuk's
like "Lullaby" or "Fight Club"
probed the problems ofthe human
persona in relation to exacerbated
conspiracy theories and surrealistic
happenstance, "Snuff" roots itself
in the sickeningly real.
During his interview/book signing at Seattle's Town Hall on May
30, Palahniuk admitted his propensity for transcribing anecdotes
drawn from his personal life into
his fiction writing, and "Snuff"
certainly finds itself merging true
and false together with almost

overwhelming consistency.
"Snuff follows four rotating

protagonists and their involvement
in the production of the pornographic feature length film "World
Whore Three: The Whore To End
All Whores," and one can tell that
Palahniuk had too much fun coming up with fake porno names in
the creation of the novel.
"While I was writing 'Snuff,' I'd
play a little game with my friends in
order to come up with some of the
titles in the book," said Palahniuk.
"We'd be sitting around, and I'd
kind of casually bring it up whenever the conversation slowed down."
Some of the more entertaining
names Palahniuk managed to milk
from his friends through his "game"
include "The DaVinci Load," "Beat
Me In St. Louis," "A Midsummer

Night's Ream," "Gropes OfWradi,"
and "Moby Dicked." Palahniuk
noted during his interview how
telling pornographic spoofs of literary and film classics are in the
world today.
"You kind of think about how
certain things can be degraded
utterly and completely in society today, and it's interesting how
much porn can reflect this," said
Palahniuk. "For example, there's
a whole line of porn based on
'Titanic,' and it's interesting to think
about people turning the worst sea
accident in the history of the world

a mass orgy.
As should be implicit from the
novel's title, the filmmaking process
in "Snuff" goes horribly awry, and
it is around the unexpected repercussions of the film that the plot
revolves. The story is disjointed and
only barely more structured than a
stream-of-consciousness narrative
might be. Further, it turns most of
literary convention on its head, depicting oblique renditions of such
archetypal literary tropes as the
Christ Figure, the Judas character,
and the virgin maiden.
"Snuff" traverses the storywriting spectrum so quickly and so
frequently that it is really hard to
box it into any one genre. At times
the novel reads as a typical coming
of age story; at times it's a feminist
propaganda piece dictated from the
male perspective.
While it lacks the thematic
oomph of a work like "Fight Club,"
"Snuff" shows that Palahniuk
remains completely unafraid to
tread new literary ground. It sheds
light on the happiest and saddest
moments in the history of pornographic counterculture, and its
grotesqueness makes it read like
this century's adaptation of George
Bataille's "Story Of The Eye," minus the philosophical gobbledegook
that makes that particular novella so
into

frustrating and disturbing. Plus,

it

is full of twists and turns that are so

obvious they are innocuous, and it
is hard to put the piece down once
it is picked up.
Every little detail plays an integral role in the relation of "Snuffs"
complex narrative, and it is hard
to discuss any of the book's most
interesting scenes without ruining
the read for its audience.
Suffice to say, given the structure
of its narration and the content of
its story, it's debatable as to whether
the book has any profound significance, or if it is simply an act ofDa
Da revivalism for the 21st century.
Regardless, "Snuff' is a formal
masterpiece in Palahniuk's catalog, and for it is a must read for
both long time Palahniuk fans and
newcomers alike. Its action may be
alienating and absurd, but its intimate observations ofAmerica's favorite cultural taboo make "Snuff' a
fascinating fictive case study on the
nuances ofthe pornographic. Once
again, Palahniuk proves his prowess
as one ofAmericas premier psychological authors, probing the pit that
is the perverted mind without laying any obvious answers out on the
tablefor the novel's audience.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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The Gorge: Venue with a view Cap Hill parties hard
own

snacks because food inside is

incredibly expensive.

Michael Fehrenbach

The Spectator

The Gorge will host Elvis Costello, The Police and more this summer.
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer

Think about the best concert
you've ever been to: standing side
by side with your fellow, sweatcovered fans, screaming out the
lyrics to your favorite song, seeing
the band play in all their glory.
Now take that show, multiply it by
two-hundred and put in the
middle of a desert canyon—
the result is a concert at the

Gorge Amphitheatre.
The Gorge is located 150 miles
from Seattle on 1-90 and offers beautiful, panoramic views of
the Columbia River Gorge and
surrounding landscape. It attracts
some of the biggest musical performers and can seat up to 20,000
people. Voted North Americas best
outdoor music venue for nine years
in a row, shows at the Gorge are
more than just concerts: they're lifechanging experiences.
Seating at the amphitheatre is
divided into three main sections:
the lawn, the terrace and the circle.
Lawn seating is open to general admission ticket holders and occupies
east

the large, grassy hill above the stage.
The terraces are flat areas carved
into the bottom of hill; some are
open to all ticket holders while others are reserved. The circle is the
large, cement area directly around
the stage and is usually occupied by
high-price and VIP ticket holders.
During festivals, however, the circle
is open to everyone and becomes a
mosh pit.
General seating is on a firstcome, first-served basis, so arrive
at the gate early. If you'd rather not

leave things

to

chance, purchase

reserved seat or get a premium
parking pass online, which comes
with a coupon for early admittance.
The parking lot opens at 9:00 am
on the day of the show.
Security has become tight at
a

the Gorge ever since their first ma-

jor rock show in 1988 with Bob
Dylan, when fans drank excessively
and ran wild on the grounds. Now
every patron is subject to search
and must follow these rules: no
outside drinks of any kind empty
water bottles only, no lawn chairs
and all food you bring must be in
clear, plastic containers. Bring your
—

The weather at the Gorge can
be extreme, with very hot temperatures during the day and cold, often
rainy, conditions at night. Be sure
to bring water, sunglasses, sunblock
and a jacket.
If you'd rather not worry about
the three hour drive back to Seattle
after the show, consider staying the
night. Camping is available at the
amphitheater campground, located
just east of the stage for $40 per
vehicle per night, or $10 for walkins and motorcycles.
The campground is a huge,
open field with dirt roads, broken
sinks and plenty ofHoney Buckets.
The grass is soft enough that mats
aren't necessary, but don't count
on getting much sleep the campground usually transforms into one
giant party after a show. Even with
"quiet hours" officially starting at
2:00 am, don't be surprised if music, dancing and consumption of
various substances continues well
into the next morning.
For those willing to pay more
for a sounder sleep, "premier camping" is also available for $60 per
night per vehicle. Premier campers
get roomier campsites, flushable
toilets, showers, shuttle access and

Emily Holt

printed out on computer paper, that
make a whole from

The new student spring art show
in theVachon Room oftheFine Arts
Building does not revolve around
one theme, but reflects an innovative new wave of artistic styles.
The show, which features only
junior and senior work, has a diverse
sampling of student work ranging
from photography to sketches to

sculpture and graphic designs.
Francisco Guerrero, assistant
arts, said that the
show allows students to display
some of their outside work and
highlight their personal careers.
Lucas Boyle, junior fine arts major, decided to show a piece that was
much different than his usual work.
While he admitted that he is still
in the student phase ofhis artistic
career and does not produce much
outside ofclass work, Boyle used die
art show as a chance to experiment
with his style.
His piece, "I love Miguel", a 5
foot by 5 foot collection image of
two babies with shark teeth superimposed over their mouths, arrests
the viewer with its depiction ofboth
beauty and horror. The entire image is broken up into sections and

professor of fine

distance.
Boyle spent nothing on his piece
because he said that he cares about
sustainability. He used an online design program to distort the image
of a baby and printed the piece on
recycled paper.
a

Student art shows

are always kind of
nerve-wracking.
Francisco Guerrero
Visual Arts

"A skilled person should be able
to make anything and use their resources well," said Boyle, who noted
that there is none ofthe artist's individual touch evident in his work.
He added that his low-budget,
10-fi style is inclusive, breaking
the idea of art as an elitist thing
and inviting everyone into the
artistic experience.
Each of the pieces in the show
break any notion that art should
be for an elite few. Visual arts
majors used pen and ink, scraps

Vampire Weeked is one of the headliners for this year's festival.

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

a "Best New Music" nod earlier
this year, and their readers voted
diem one of die top ten live bands

When it comes to catching
the best musical talents in the
Northwest, one summer festival trumps its competition. The
Capitol Hill Block Party, jointly
sponsored by KEXP and The
Stranger, celebrates its 1 lth year
on July 25 and 26,and it is bringing some ofthe best new bands to
Capitol Hill.
To quote The Stranger, *The
Capitol Hill Block Party is a huge,
two-day explosion of bands and a
great opportunity to see the most
exciting new music from the best
music scene in the country all
while supporting great non-profit
programs like The Vera Project and

of 2007.
Anodier great component of
the Capitol Hill Block Party is
the huge range of styles its performances span every year. Punk
bands like Les Savy Fav and Jay
Reatard will take stage alongside
electronica performers like Girl
Talk and Chromeo, so the diversity
ofthe event alone is incredible.
The Block Party features four
stages worth of music, so it will
be important for fans to map out
their days in order to maximize
their listening experiences. The
Main Stage is all ages, and will host
acts like The Hold Steady and die
Moldy Peaches' Kimya Dawson.

Home Alive."

The Neumos stage

Even though the Block Party
might not get the coverage of
events like Bumbershoot or
Sasquatch it's still a must-see for
anyone in the area.
"The Block Party has become
the place that people go to discover any band worth discovering
in Seattle," said John Richards,
KEXP Morning Showhost, ofthis
year's event, "With an added push
towards better up and coming and
some established alternative and
independent bands in die mix, its
truly a great experience for anyone

talents who are breaking into die
mainstream like The Dodos and
Throw Me The Statue. The stage
will be 21+, but everyone of age
is certainly in for a treat with die
line-up they have in store.
For those under 21, the Vera
stage will host an array oflocal acts
like Say Hi and Akimbo for the allages crowd. "Our stage will always
be all ages," said Kari Odegaard,
Vera's events coordinator. "It
wouldn't be Vera if it wasn't!"
The recently added King
Cobra stage will also deliver a
mix of Northwest talent to fans
21+. With Seattle favorites like
the Pleasureboaters, who opened
for Battles in November, and
Feral Children, their line-up is
a little noisier than the

-

early entrance.
Upcoming shows at the Gorge
include The Police with Elvis
Costello on July 12th, the Vans
Warped Tour on August Bth, Jack

Johnson

on August 22nd, and

three days of the Dave Matthews
Band from August 29th to the
31st. Tickets are available online
through Ticketmaster or on-site at
the ticket booth on the morning
of the show.

Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu

Spring show displays unique style
Senior Staff Writer

Courtesy Vampire Weekend

from magazines, and pencil to create images of zombies, creatures

and explosions.
Tara Campion's photo essay,
"Being One So New to the Path
of Wild Abandon", depicts a girl's
exploration of sexuality, loneliness
and pain with close up shots of anguished faces, empty bedrooms, and
burlesque dancers.
Guerrero said that it can be hard
to conceive of students turning in
work that is non-traditional, but
added that all of the work in the
show speaks to the increased digitization of college life today.
Regardless of the style of work
students produce, the very act
of preparing for and being in
an art show can be an important step in the development of a
student artist.
Boyle said that the show motivates him to create something new
each year.
"Student art shows are always
kind of nerve-wracking," said
Guerrero. He noted that while
grade concerns affects the kind of
art that students produce for class,
the work they produce on their own
is driven by personal passion and is
more connected to the artist.
"We were looking for well-

who attends."
The Block Party's line-up focuses on bands that haven't quite hit it
big yet, but it also features popular
bands in order to make the event
more diverse and enriching. Of
course, Seattle staples like Fleet
Foxes and United States Electonica
will be taking the stages to deliver
hometown performances, but the
event will also showcase bands
from all over die country.
One ofthe more buzzed about
bands appearing at diis year's Block
Party is Vampire Weekend. Their
music has been compared to both
PaulSimons "Graceland" and The
Strokes' "Is This It?" Likewise, the
popular music website pitchforkmedia.com gave their debut album

will showcase

other stages.
CHBP has already announced
over 30 performers for this year's
event, and it promises another 30
acts to be added before the event
comes to fruition in July. Two day
passes are $34 dollars, so at 50
cents a show, no one able to see
this musical extravaganza should
miss the amazing performances
it's offering.

Mattew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu .edu
■

executed work with interesting concepts and ideas that communicate,"
said Claire Garoutte, professor
of photography.
Guerrero said that he is always
surprised by the intensity of emotion in the art, citing Campion's
photo essay as an example that
spoke effectively to him.
"This [show] is an opportunity

for the fine arts department to show
Seattle U what we have been up to,"
said Garoutte.
The art will be on display in
the Vachon Room until June 13th,
when there will be a closing reception celebrating the artists.

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Ben Watanabe

of head men's basketball coach
Joe Callero.
After scouting another player

Staff Writer

Seattle Storm vs. Detroit
Shock

Michael Wright joined the
Seattle University men's basketball
team this season as a student-athlete
transfer from Pierce College. Read
his short biography on GoSeatdeU.
com, and next to his high school
alma mater, it says "Did not play
basketball in high school."
Prospects like O.J. Mayo of the

Seattle Sounders vs.
Minnesota Thunder
8 p.m.

Qwest Field

Wednesday, June 11
Seattle Storm vs. Phoenix
Mercury
7 p.m.
Key Arena

Thursday, June 12

Seattle Sounders vs.
Juventus Primavera
7 p.m.
Qwest Field

Friday, June 13
Seattle Mariners vs.
Washington Nationals
7:10 pm

Safeco Field
Saturday, June 14
Seattle Mariners vs.
Washington Nationals
7:10 p.m.
Safeco Field

Sunday, June 15

Seattle Mariners vs.
Washington Nationals
1:10 p.m.
Safeco Field

2008

Junior forward still enjoying the D-l ride

Saturday, June 7

7 p.m.
Key Arena

June 4,

University of Southern California
and Seattle native Brandon Roy
were scouted early in their prep
careers and even back in their
middle school or junior high days.
Basketball players compete in AAU
leagues, summer leagues, summer
camps, Nike camps and the best
compete in national contests like

the McDonald's All-American
Games to display their talents to
college and professional coaches
and scouts.
Considering the increasingly
competitive world of youth and
prep basketball, Wright's journey to the Division I Seattle U
is amazing.
"I came a long way," said Wright.
"At first, nobody knew about me."
After Wright graduated from
Steilacoom High School near
Tacoma, Wash., he wanted to continue his education. He enrolled at
Pierce College in Lakewood, Wash.
There, he played at the open gyms
with the basketball team when the
coach asked him to try out. He
walked onto the team and earned
a variety of honors as a freshman

and sophomore: 2006-2007

team

MVP, 2006-2007 first team allconference, 2006-2007 Northwest
Adiletic Association of Community
Colleges co-MVP and first team
all-NWAACC tournament MVP
honors. During his sophomore season at Pierce College, he averaged
16.5 points and 11.7 rebounds
per game and had a 56.8 field

goal percentage.
Wright's accolades weren't
enough to get the initial attention

from Highline Community College,
Callero noticed Wright and asked
the coach about him. Callero discovered he played with Wright's uncle
at Central Washington University,
and used that relationship to sway
him from going to Grand Canyon
University in Phoenix and attend
Seattle University. Wright eventually signed a national letter of intent
last June with Seattle U because he
wanted to stay close to his family
in Tacoma, Wash., who attend every home game and often travel to
away games.
The 6'5 ", 225 pound forward
played in all 27 games this season
and started 12 during the second
half of the season. Wright is called
"JR." by his teammates because he is
Michael Wright, Jr., and he shares
his first name with his teammate
and roommate, departing senior
guard Michael Knight, as well
as sophomore forward Michael

Boxley. Callero claimed Wright
is the best sports trivia arguer
on the team.
"[Wright] has the maturity to
teaseand liven the locker room and
take a joke," said Callero.
This season, Wright averaged
nine points and led his team with
six rebounds per game.
"He has the talent to be a starting player. [Wright] is one of the
best rebounders, pound-for-pound,
I've coached in 22 years," said
Callero. "He's [Dennis] Rodmanesque, but a way better shooter

than Rodman."
The transition from the
NWAACC to the GNAC challenged Wright at first. He had to
learn a new system with different defenses and offensive plays.
Traveling and missing school
proved difficult at first for Wright,
but with the help and support of his
teammates he managed to maintain
his grades.
Adjusting socially is also a change

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

Men's basketball head coach, Joe Callero, believes junior forward
Michael Wright is similar to Dennis Rodman, but shoots better.

Wright faced. Rather than living at
home, he moved into an apartment
with Knight. Callero noted social
adjustments differ between transfer
athletes and freshman recruits. As
a

transfer, living in

an apartment

requires cooking, cleaning and paying bills, often tasks new to freshman. The expectations ofa transfer
are also higher, said Callero. The
positive side of having a transfer is
experience, because they enter into
Callero's system with two years of
collegiate experience. The negative
side is Callero only has two years to
develop and form a player.
At Pierce, Wright remembered
running and conditioning a lot. At
Seattle U, Callero said he conditions them in games to gradually
build endurance.

"He has great instincts, strong
hands which lead to steals, aggressiveness on both offensive and defensive ends," said Callero.
His aggressiveness and instincts
could lead him to professional basketball overseas. The junior sociology major is looking into continuing his recently harnessed basketball game after he graduates next
spring. Callero anticipates helping
Wright in that search, just like he
is helping departing senior forward
Ryan Coldren.
Before Wright can think about
his professional opportunities, he
wants to focus on drawing D-I attention to Seattle U next season.
Ben can be reached at
watanabi ©seattleu.edu

Athletic Department keeps its commitment to Nike
Katie Farden
Volunteer Writer
Walk in to the bookstore next
year and you won't see a single
Nike swoosh on a sweatshirt for
sale. Walk onto the soccer field,
basketball gym, or any other
athletic arena however, and expect to be surrounded by Seattle
University athletes rocking
the emblem.
As Seattle University's Athletic
Department moves from Division
II to Division I, varsity athletes
from every sport will continue to
wear Nike athletic apparel in competition. While sports information
director Jason Behenna expects to
see an increase in the amount of
Nike merchandise the university
will purchase to accommodate
the growing number of student-

athletes, he does not foresee any
switch in suppliers.
"We decided to go with Nike
a long time ago because it's a
brand with a good reputation,"
Behenna said.
Nike is the world's leading shoe
company and an internationally
recognized industry leader in sports
apparel. Goods bearing the famous
swoosh are manufactured and packaged all over the world, however,
most of the company's production
plants are located in Southeast Asia.
These sites have long been the target of "sweat-free" campaigns—
advocacy that is directed at ending
sweatshop labor, raising wages of
factory workers in the Third World
and improving working conditions
on manufacturing sites.
According to Global Exchange,
org, an organization dedicated

educating the public about
sweatshops in the Third World,
in the past decade Nike has in-

to

deed made some strides towards
instituting "sweat-free" practices. In the spring of 1998 they
began to allow independent
monitoring of their factories in
Vietnam and improved
their ventilation systems
to prevent harmful toxins
from lingering in the manufacturng
areas where employees work.
Still, Nike is not a certified
"sweat-free" company. Nike officials in Southeast Asia have been
indicted for abusing workers and
Global Exchange.org is continuing their campaign against the
mega-corporation.
In 2004, a committee of faculand
students was established at
ty
Seattle University to help promote

"sweat-free" campus and provide
education about sweatshops. The
committee holds open meetings
and encourages every department
to purchase apparel and other merchandise from suppliers that meet
or exceed "sweat-free" standards.
The committee as a whole holds
mixed feelings about the Nike apparel on campus.
"In the past the sense was that
we wanted to use our leverage on
Nike for change rather than just
cutting ties," says professor of theology Gary Chaimberlain, a member of the committee.
"To some extent because of all
the pressure on Nike, they have
made some changes."
Presently the bookstore does not
sell Nike clothing. "All of the vendors the Seattle University bookstore uses are certified sweatshop
a

free," said Bob Spencer, the bookmanager. Instead, the bookbuys from major vendors
Champion, Jansport and MV Sport
to stock their shelves.
The recreational sports department also utilizes a wide range
of brands to outfit their athletes.
According to Matt Shaw, intramural sports and sports club coordinator, team captains and coaches
are free to purchase merchandise
from whatever company best suits
their athletes.
While the Nike swoosh may be
a controversial icon to some, it is
here to stay on Seattle University's
varsity jerseys indefinitely. The future is sure to hold many discussions over the little swoosh.
store
store

Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Athletic director prefers to remain behind the scenes
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer
You have probably never met
Bill Hogan. In fact, chances are,
you have no idea who he is.
But as Seattle U prepares to take
its leap into full-fledged Division
I athletic action, Hogan stands as
the silent leader behind dieAthletic
Department, the athletic director
who would just as soon remain behind the scenes.
"With the experience he has, he's
a grade A leader," said Joe Callero,
head coach of the men's basketball
team. "Everyone was very optimistic about our next leader having
D-I experience."
Hogan played basketball for
Division II St. Joseph University
in Indiana, playing in the national
tournament and winning the regional tournament. He was an
assistant coach at Bowling Green
University in Ohio, and a head
coach, tenured business professor
and athletic director at St. Joe's.
"I really just wanted to be an
assistant coach," said Hogan.
"But I couldn't get a job, so I
just kept going to school and
getting degrees."
After growing weary of the rural Indiana lifestyle, Hogan decided
it was time for a change. When
an opening at the University of
San Francisco opened up, Hogan
jumped at the opportunity to head
out west. Hogan was athletic director at USF for over 15 years before
coming to Seattle U in 2007.
"I liked being with Jesuits
and being on the West Coast,"
said Hogan. "So Seattle U was a
natural fit."
The experience of working

with the Jesuits at USF helped
fuel Hogan's decision to come to
Seatde U.
"Jesuits think in a very worldly way," said Hogan. "That's
something I really enjoy being a
part of."
That experience and enjoyment of working with Jesuits has
also been key in helping ease the
transition into Seattle U. Hogan is
well aware of the atmosphere of a
Jesuit university and has been able
to easily slip into the role of being
at a Jesuit institution.
"He comes from a west-coast,
Jesuit university," said Callero.
"That's been a big help in making
the transition easier."
Another factor was the idea of a
challenge. With the Redhawks set
to take a risk and go back to the
D-I level, Hogan, the man with the

high-risk, high-rewards mentality,
saw it as a perfect fit.
"I think there's a lot of upside to this process," said Hogan.
"It's high-risks and high-rewards
and I like that possibility. I had
a rare opportunity to be a part of

somediing special."
Hogan finds all of this information very boring to anyone. He
casually mentions that he grew up
in Ohio, the son of a stunt pilot
who owned an airport. Everyone
in Hogan's family, including all of
his nephews, has flown solo. He
identifies his greatest contribution
to the world of flying as being his
decision to stop flying.
"The best thing I could do
was stop before anyone got hurt,"
said Hogan.
This type ofself-effacing humor
is a staple of Hogan's personality.
He hates to talk about himself. Not

secretly flattered
of
kind
way. He really hates to
do it.
But those who work with
Hogan in the Athletic Department
value his leadership and demeanor.
Hogan employs an open door so
that anyone who needs to speak
with him can do so at any time.
"An open door policy can create
chaos," said Callero. "But with Bill,
it works."
And Callero said that Hogan's
experience as a coach has been
a big plus factor in terms of
in a faux-humble,

building relationships.
"His knowledge as a former
coach is essential," said Callero.
"He knows when to approach
and when not to. Coaches are a
different animal and when you
approach them is key. Having
been a coach, he understands
the emotional rollercoaster they
go through."
And Hogans experience as a college player has led him to value the
importance ofknowing the studentathletes at Seattle U. Although he
has only been here a short time,
Hogan has made it a point to get
to know everyone associated with
the athletic department, and even
just Seattle U in general.
"Something that I think is
pretty special about him is how
many student athletes he knows
in the department," said assistant
athletic director Erin Englehardt.
"I don't think there's another athletic director who knows as

many

student-athletes."
Hogan has also been invaluable
in establishing relationships with
alumni. Hogan can call almost
any former sports member and get
a response. He even has regular

Courtesy Seattle University

Bill Hogan's father was a stunt pilot in Ohio, where Hogan grew up.
Hogan received his pilot's liscense when he was only 14.
contact with the famously elusive
Elgin Baylor. But even that, to
Hogan, is no big deal.

"Bill has just been a great leader
department," said

in the athletic

Englehardt.
Callero said Hogan's best attribute may be how he maintains
themorale ofother athletic department members. The move to D-I
has not been without its bumps in

the roads, but Callero said Hogan
has worked to make sure athletic
department members know that
those bumps are not the end of
the road.
"He tells us we will have bad
days," said Callero. "But never
bad weeks."

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

Seattle U athletes walk the commitment tightrope
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor

"We want to expose our student
athletes to real-world careers and
make important connections," said

Seattle U athletes wear many
hats—student, teammate and employee, among others. Maintaining
a balance is essential, with a good
planner and leadership qualities

Engelhardt.

that transcend the playing field.
"Athletics develops leaders,"
said coordinator of athletic support Erin Engelhardt. "It teaches
time management, knowing how
to take o/ders but critically think
on your feet."
While it can be overwhelming,
no athlete works without support
from the Athletic Department,
which offers a variety of options
for better scholastic achievement. Engelhardt helps student
athletes manage their school and
team commitments and navigate
academic schedules, similar to an
academic advisor.
The Athletic Department promotes career events for athletes,
ranging from casual conversations
with advisors over pizza to professional networking with business
executives. The move to Division
I have motivated more alumni
involvement, added Engelhardt—
the return to Seattle U athletic
glory has inspired athlete alums
to contribute their support to
current athletes.

"If I've ever had a problem with
classes, [the Athletic Department]
would contact the teachers or department heads to figure out what
could be done," said Erin Martin,
senior general science major and
pitcher for the Softball team.

"They've been extremely helpful
and supportive."

There's a definite
support system
within the team.
Pete Mullenbach
Senior
Throughout her college caMartin found that being a

reer,

student athlete had its ups and
downs—oftentimes being a student athlete meant more work and
less procrastination.
"Science labs were the worst,"
said Martin. "You have to get things
done by the due date, there's no
special privilege. I think you're set
against a higher standard because
of that."

Martin added that the other
women on the Softball team support each other in academics
as well.
"There's a definite support system within the team," said Martin.
"They are people who have been
there, done that or are doing it. I
depend on practice with the girls
for stress relief, too, and I can always go to them for advice."
Martin has balanced academics and sports" well throughout her
four years at Seattle University and
worked hard for an EMT certification license. Now preparing to
graduate, she plans to return to academia and earn a physician's assistant degree some time next year.
"I've always had an interest in
[medicine]," said Martin. "I've
found a passion for it. It doesn't

really feel like work."
A booming sports industry can
give student athletes an advantage
well. Senior communications
major Peter Mullenbach plans on
moving to Germany next June to
work with K2 Snowboarding as a
marketing intern. A member of the
Seattle U men's soccer team since
his freshman year, Mullenbach has
enjoyed a great support network
as

from his

teammates.

"There have been great learning experiences with soccer, being
around teammates and coaches,"

The Spectator

Joey Anchondo

Senior, Pete Mullenbach, above, will work for K2 Snowboards in Germany next year. Erin Martin, senior, earned her EMT while at SU.
said Mullenbach. "They've allbeen
great resources with school or career opportunities."
While being an athlete in college
has it's pros and cons, Engelhardt
emphasizes the importance of
working with the administration
to make sure athletes have a wellrounded education.
"We don't run our own ship
here," said Engelhardt. "Even
with the move to D-I, [Seattle
U] is always going to be the same
size. We're always going to be
Seattle U."
Lauren can be reached at

padgettl@seattleu.edu

Joey

Anchondo
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Nicholas Lollini

Letter to the University:
As Seattle University closes the doors on the 20072008 year, the retrospective look back elicits feelings
of comprehensive changes over the recent years, and
even more intense shifts in the near future.
Seattle University is an institution in transition, a
university positioning itself to move from a regional
player to a school renowned up and down the West
Coast, and ultimately throughout the nation. Next
year Seattle University will make its return to Division
I athletic alignment, will break ground on what will
be its fifth residence hall, will begin construction on

Editor-in-Chief
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor

Chris Kissel
News Editor
Rose Egge
Features Editor

Entertainment Editor
Sean Towey
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fitness

and will catapult the availability of resources and educational tools by adding the
McGoldrick Learning Commons to the A.A. Lemieux
library. In addition, the school will welcome its largest
and most exclusive freshman class in history, a class
that is projected to exceed 1000 students.
Over the past two years I have been privileged to be
the Editor-in-Chief of The Spectator, a component of
Seattle University which itself has undergone massive
change, and from my subjective point of view, has expressed significant improvement in quality of content,
aesthetic appeal and relevance to the Seattle University
community, all while maintaining itself as a forum of
expression and news about Seattle University's changing face and purpose.
At the onset of my tenure in the position of
Editor-in-Chief, I stated that my goal was to create a product that every member of the Seattle
a new

Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor

Joshua Lynch
Online Editor
Sonora Jha
Faculty Adviser
Michael Fehrenbach
Lead Designer
Bekka Palmer
Designer
Carey Smith
Designer
Brett Jordan
Business Manager

Kimberly Barron
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center,

that sets foot on this campus.
The weekly effort that The Spectator staff exerts 27
times per year is something that is often underappreciated, and deserves applause for the effort and quality
of product that is produced each week of each quarter.
It deserves to be noted that every step of the process
in the creation of a student publication is student
generated, and it serves as a testament to the kind and
quality of student that attends and becomes involved
with Seattle University. From the story topic generation, to the writing and editing of stories, from the
design of pages to the sale of advertisements, from the
photojournalism to the distribution, this product is
what students are capable of producing.
Typically, the most tumultuous element of any student run organization lies in the fact that there is
constant turnover in involvement and participation,
interest and leadership. Next year The Spectator staff
will undergo significant changes in leadership, and it
is this change that will infuse the organization with
the revitalized energy and ideas that it needs to continue on its progression towards being a respected and
relevant piece of journalism.
As Seattle University continues to advance and
strives toward becoming a premier institution, The
Spectator will continue in its aspiration to become
a premier journalistic publication. The changes will
undoubtedly be felt across all areas of the institution,
but changes seem to be the aspiration of the university and of the separate components that make up

University community would read. Though I have this university. Changes such as these will establish
by no measure reached this aspiration, I do believe an institution and an alma mater that will serve its
that the publication The Spectator staff produces each students, faculty and graduates well.
week is relevant and can be utilized by every person
Nicholas Lollini
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drink,

so

I will

tion while recognizing that I bear
ill will toward thosewho choose
to drink.
Drinking in college is obviously the norm. People come from
high school ready to exercise their
newfound freedom and almost
inevitably end up expressing that
freedom through alcohol. Others
contend that they drink to release
the pressures of college academics.
They feel they deserve a break after
working hard to earn that grade or
finish that presentation.
There are other ways to exercise
the freedom college affords. I will
not provide too long of a list here
but you could go for a road trip, embark on various adventures around
Seattle, or eat at Dicks on a nightly
basis, my personal choice. In terms
of letting off steam, the options are
no

Clara Ganey
Staff Photographer

The Spectator is the official student
newspaper of Seattle University. It is
published every Wednesday, except
the first week of the quarter and during
holidays and examination periods, for a
total of 27 issues during the 2007-2008
academic year.

to

explain myself well enough
that you can understand my positry to

.

endless; work out—definitely not
my personal choice—play racquetball, take a nap, watch TV or just
hang out with friends.

I would like to engage
in some semblance
of a genuine
relationship with you.
Others have already suggested
alternatives to drinking for the
above reasons, so there must be
more to the story than I am getting at. Because I do not drink I
have had to speculate as to the actual reasons people drink based on
what I see and what my friends tell
me. It seems that drinking is a way
for people to let go of inhibitions
and be able to interact freely. When
they drink they are free to enjoy,
and be, themselves.
In other words, "let's get P*ked
up" roughly translates to "I would

like to engage in some semblance of
a genuine relationship with you."
I am of the opinion that if alcohol is necessary to enjoy oneself
then there is something not quite
right. Why does a person need
to literally depress the mind to
be comfortable relating to other
people? I understand that there
is lot of gray area when it comes
to drinking. Some people just go
along with the crowd, some are
medicating a deeper pain and others just don't think about what they
are doing because drinking in college is assumed.
I also understand that I am being a bit slanted in die presentation
of my argument. I am not arguing that alcohol be banned or that

people stop drinking altogether.
Rather, I hope people take time to
consider what it is about drinking
that people find so appealing. Why
is the loss of control on the weekends a norm on college campuses?
Most of my friends drink on die

weekends and they are all great people. Drinking does not necessarily
turn them bad, but it certainly does

do them any good. We are all
aware of the innumerable dangers
associated with excessive drinking.
People don't need to be reminded
of the statistics on road accidents,
sexual assault, or whatever else can
happen to the inebriated. But there
are other issues to look at. There
are concerns like a lack of sincere
not

relationships, long lasting effects
on physical and mental health,
and dependence on alcohol as a
way of escaping inhibitions. These
are all different from physical alcohol addiction—they are more like
social crutch.
I realize that I am not an expert
and that my message is not in any
way original. I also know that it
is quite different from the hellfire
and brimstone arguments that are
so easy to overlook because of their
inherent absurdity. All I hope for is
that someone will take a moment
to reconsider why they drink,
and perhaps call it quits earlier in
the night.
a

Braden can be reached at
vandragt@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Sean Towey at toweys@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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Democrats bungled primary
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
As Senator Hillary Clinton continues to stay in a battle that she
lost months ago for the Democratic
presidential nomination, Senator
John McCain has weaseled his way
into being the prime presidential
candidate. Not because ofhis own
merits, but because of the ever ruinous Democratic inability to pull the
party

together.

Clinton and Senator Barack
Obama have wasted too much time
delving out low blows too each other that McCain hasn't had to defend
his policy stances since the race for

the candidacy began.
I thought I would be really excited about this election and all the
events leading up to the final vote,
since it will be the first presidential election I have the privilege
but my interest has
already waned.
I'm irritated and frustrated with
amount of inadequacy on all sides
and, disenchanted by all candidates.
Why the pessimism?
This election should have been
a gimme for the Democrats, but
they ruined their chances and now
Obama will have to battle out of the
mud pit he's sank into with the help
of Clinton's worthless campaign.
In a New York Times opinion
earlier this week "A Gift to the
G.0.P." Bob Herbert wrote "This
was supposed to have been the
to vote in,

Democrats' year. But instead of
marching to victory, the party has
been at war with itself in some of
the ugliest ways imaginable."
Herbert rightly points out the
ridiculous behavior rampant in this
year's Democratic campaign, which
will only benefit McCain in his bid
for presidency.
"This should have been the year
when the Democrats just hammered the Republicans over the
economy, the war, energy policy,
health care...the list of important
issues on which the Republicans
are vulnerable is endless,"
writes Herbert.

[They] are already
starting to make the
campaign about
personality flaws.
And he's so right, hence my pessimistic attitude about this entire

election and everyone involved.
But actually, it's not pessimistic
at all to put into question thevalue
ofthe next election. I'm being realistic about the pathetic state of the
presidential campaign because once
again, we won't be voting for the
issues that matter like health care
or education. Instead our vote may
once again mean nothing because

it's going to be a shot in the dark
no matter who gets put in the
White House.
Obama and McCain are already
starting to make the campaign about
personality flaws, rather than pointing out the flaws in each other's approaches to fixing the problems in
the country and abroad.
I don't care whether they're
Republican or Democratic, I just
want someone to care about the
people in this country, not the rich
people in this country, but everyone
else who deals day in and day out
with Bush's failed presidency.
Education across the states is
failing, poverty cycles continue
because no one who has a hand
in policy making cares. Instead,
McCain and Obama want to argue
about whether or not they should
have discussions with Iran with or
without preconditions.
What a waste.
We can't fix the world, not until we fix problems on our streets
first. I sincerely hope McCain and
Obama will be part of a presidential candidacy that makes my vote
count, but until they begin talking
about the right issues that matter
to die everyday American my vote
will continue to lose its value and
another president will be voted in
who does nothing to make this
country better.

Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

case a reason to party

Alexander LaCasse
Volunteer Writer
It's time to start playing follow
the leader.
In a socially groundbreaking
decision earlier this month, the
California Supreme Court rejected
state marriage laws describing them
as

discriminatory. Consequentially,

marriage between same-sex couples
has been made legal in the state—at
least for now.
Already state and national conservatives are on the offensive, hoping to put a measure on Novembers
ballot asking voters to amend
the state constitution in hopes of
regulating marriage between one
man and one woman. Their argument: let the people decide, not
the courts.
In the meantime, gays in the
state and around the country are in
a celebratory mood. And we should
be. Basic human recognition tastes
so sweet.
My inbox went crazy upon the
arrival of the news. SU's Triangle
Club, ACLU, messages from
friends and breaking news bulletins poured in. I even think Hillary
Clinton sent me an e-mail.
The decision by the California
Supreme Court is one of epic proportions. California is the largest
state in the country and with a
population of nearly 38 million, a
decision such as this should not be
taken lightly. It is a positive step in

the direction toward equal rights for
gays and lesbians—something desperately needed in this country.
All we hear about these days
are gas prices and that pesky presidential nominee race. What has
been thrown by the way-side is the
coverage of the fight for basic human rights. While the war in Iraq
is important and gas prices may
stretch the wallet, such social issues are marginal and irrelevant
if the nation continues to openly
discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation. Human and civil
rights come first. Human rights are
civil rights.

Gays in the state and
around the country are

in a celebratory mood.
To deny this is to be ignorant
of the fact that basic human rights
founded on equality are essential to
a cohesive and successful society.
Before the complaints of gas prices
or a misdirected war, we should take
focus on the condition of our country's human rights legislation. This
runs the gamete socioeconomic,
educational, gender based, sexual
related, racial and disabled equality. Without these in action, our
country is doomed to fail. It is our
lack of focus on human rights that
—

has been the catalyst for thedecline
of the once almighty United States.
We are a dying empire.
But there is still time for rejuvenation and California has paved the
way. Following the state decision
to allow gay marriages, marriages
that will not legally be presented
until June, the state of New York
indicated that they would recognize
out of state same-sex marriage licenses. This ofcourse is in addition
to the similarly groundbreaking
Massachusetts same-sex marriage
decision made several years ago.
As one can see, the ripples are
reaching far and wide. It is vital
that states across the union keep
the momentum of the California
decision going.
The decision in California,
while historic for the Gay and
Lesbian community, is also a beacon of hope for other marginalized
communities. Social equality is on
the way, although while it may arrive in some time, California has
set the stage for increased national
normalcy on the issue of same-sex
marriage. A state so big and so influential has the power to spread
its influence across the nation and
make something so stigmatized into
something so incredibly normal.
California has set the standard.
Lets hope Washington State is
close behind.
Alexander can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu

Correction: In last weeks story "Kayak club's first year brings second place title," Dean Peterson was listed as an assistant
professor, he is an associate professor.
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Care about something
Michael Fehrenbach
Lead Designer
So, senioritis. Graduation is
only a little more than a week away,
and it has occasionally been nice

outside. These

two

I can't remember, caring is
the only currency we have in this
bankrupt world.
Senioritis is a small manifestation of this struggle—caring when
there is little incentive to do so.
But if you think about it, that's
the rest of our lives. If we wanted
to, we could go through our postcollege existence without it. Caring
doesn't increase the size of your
paycheck, or guarantee success. All
that's left is the amorphous idea
of satisfaction.
School has laid out an artificial
and temporary structure of due
dates and goals in front of us. But
in about a week, a bunch of us will
no longer have SU to dangle our
carrots in front of us.
It is up to us, then, to start
caring. To do things for no other
reason than that it matters to us.
Post-graduation, apathy doesn't
get us much of anywhere. This
game, as it turns out, is only fun if
everyone plays.
The environmentally conscious
talk about carbon footprints—l'm
talking about a caring footprint.
Maybe I'm just speaking to my
own fears, but I hope we leave diis
worldwith more caring than there
was when we came into it I hope
we aren't too cool or too jaded to
be passionate about things. I hope
we aren't too lazy or self-conscious
to be driven to make the world a
a movie

facts, coupled

with the seeming eternity I have
spent at this school, have made
it increasingly hard to care. It has
been harder and harder to simply find the motivation. Sounds
familiar, right?
I realize that anything written
on this page of this paper has a certain kind of voice to it, so I'll try to
avoid sounding like I know everything and even anything. With any
luck, I won't come across as naive
or preachy. I'm just going to write
from my experience, and hopefully
it won't sound too much like an
end-of-the-year senior reflection.
Even though it is, really.
Maybe I just hang out with
die wrong people, but most of our
age group strikes me as apathetic.
I don't want to sound elitist here
(another frequent opinion page
mistake), but we are the ultimate
jaded generation. Our demographic is the selfishly indifferent and die

socially unmotivated.
This general apathy is perpetuatedby our culture—one ofmocking,
of imitation, of cynicism. In diis
environment, it's easy to not care.
Its easy to be the backseat driver,
criticizing while doingnothing betIt's easy to do nothing, thinking
we can't make a difference. It's easy,
and so we fall into it. We fall into a
ter.

Calif,

the

spectaor

June 4, 2008

pattern oflip-service without effort

We don't care, and when we do care
we care about small things.
That said, there isn't much
else besides caring, when it comes
down to it. That probably sounds
both stupid and idealistic, but it's
all I've got. To co-opt a line from

better place.
As a generation, an age group,
a graduating class, this is our challenge. Maybe what we do is hidden,
and maybe nobody else will care.
But we will care. And that will be
enough. What else could anyone
hope for but to make the world a
better place than it was before?

Michael can be reached at
fehrenba@seattleu.edu

Media, gays champs

explain to the kids why two girls
are kissing."
Sirbrina Guerrero and her partner refused to stop kissing, so the
usher told the couple they had to
leave the game.
Most of the attention has focused on gay rights, and I commend Guerrerofor refusing to follow the ushers hetero-normative
behavior. Last time I checked,
the "Kiss Cam" wasn't just for

in her favor.
Now, the story has reached
national attention. I heard a rumor that Guerrero would be appearing on The O'Reilly Factor.
It is no longer a Seattle problem,
homosexual PDA at baseball
games has begun to challenge
the United States at its core; the
national pastime.
Though Guerrero was probably not aware, she is perhaps
one of the most patriotic citizens I've heard of in a long time.
Thomas Jefferson would jump for
joy. Guerrero took her case, one
where her very civil liberties are at
jeopardy, and successfully turned
it into a national issue. The United
States will now have the opportunity to debate, through an open
and willing media guaranteed by
the First Amendment, whether or

straight couples.

not kissing at sporting events will

However, I am most impressed
by Guerreros impressive manipulation ofthe media. One of her first
moves was to contact local media
outlets and explain the situation,

be for heterosexual couples only.
And I still have enough faith in
America to believe that we'll make

knowing that the public outcry, in
Seattle at least, would come out

Sean can be reached at

Sean Towey

overwhelmingly

Opinion Editor

The Seattle Mariners have
garnered some national attention
recently for something beyond
having the worst record in Major
League Baseball; an usher told a
lesbian couple that were kissing
that they would have

to stop

be-

cause, "the mom doesn't want to

the right decision.
toweys@seattleu.edu
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Safety Assist
May 28, 6:30 a.m.
Public Safety found an elevator
in Loyola Hall that was not operating and could not be reset.
The repair technician found that
a contractedservice provider had
run an extension cord into the elevator shaft and caught on the
car. The technicianfreed thecord
and reset the elevator.

Students disrupt Albers event

There is a saying that goes, "A picture is worth a thousand words."
As journalists we don't like to diminish the power of the written word,
however, as evidenced by the photos on this page, a year's worth of
news can be represented through the best cover shots of 2007-08.

First-ever 'Sex Week on campus
,

Theft
May 28, 9:30 a.m.
Public Safety received a report
of six brass candle holders that
had been taken from the chapel.
Public Safety also filed the information with the Seattle Police

Braden VanDragt

The Spectator

SU closes SPU rivalry with win

Department.

Suspicious

Circumstances
May 29, 7:30 a.m.
Joey

PublicSafetyreceived concerning
reports from affiliates that three
masked individuals were walking along the lower mall. Public
Safety found three University of
Washington researchers were
tracking crows they had banded
on the UW campus and proceeded to fly to SU. The masks were
to designed to get the attention
of the birds.

Anchondo

The Spectator

Dalai Lama connects with students

Safety Assist
May 30, 1:30 p.m.
Public Safety and theSeattle Police Department assisted an elderly woman who was lost and
homeless, and appeared to be
suffering some mental health issues. The woman was assisted
in getting to a shelter.
Alcohol
May 31,1:00 a.m.

Braden VanDragt

Public Safety and Residence Life
confronted an underage student
who was found intoxicated. Public
Safety made sure that there were
no immediate health concerns
due to over intoxication.

When

The Spectator

fantasy

and

reality

collide

The Spectator

Braden VanDragt
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Safety Assist
May 31, 2:15 a.m.

J

Public Safety assisted Residence
Life with a non-affiliatefound lying
alone in a residence room with
the door blocked open. Residence Life followed up with the
room occupant upon returning.
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